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Very devout—then silence reigns SIN11-1ECHOS OF'GOOD OLD DAYS 
Mary asks the blessing—for she is CLOSE TO HEARTS
hEEFO" BE WAH
DESCRIPII4 OF A SOUTH-
ERN COliNTR YSIDE
THANIMIVING.
for a while, maybe for half an hour.
, But finally - d mouth .organ is
drawn from Joe's pocket, and soon
the rhythrnie shuffle tells trs. who ,
have finitshecl,Our birds that Rena
is dancing ; and we all troop out to
see the girls dances especially to
see Rena 'pick de lizard
ence.
As good a description of a
,
: Thanksgiving in 'ante-helium days
as has 'come to our knowledge -
the following: See what happens -to
., t .f- e turkey when it flies south. of
..) Mason and pixon 8 line!
• ".1rs. Duvall, of he Dower house
. in. Maryland' youc es for this ;trans-
- formation'- ....
"The men go 4 hunting and the
mi,tirs may fini . h some book she
. 1-.a."been trying tO read for the last
':. year: and, when the binsters come
in, glowing Ivith' the exercise of
I 1 i I:1 bing 'oyer the ields, with tWenty '
or :iiirty birds, a loeii or so rabbits)
s..- and three. or four woodcocks, we all .
shther in the big. warm kitchen and
s isiei birds--yes, clean , hem, toos-
whe the men buys a big fire on
• t ,e.. huge brick firpplace in the din-.
ilg rvai and one !...4 the maids sets
-, the table. . ..
- -kail few beastfifel it is, with the
daneinst light of tfle pine knots, re-
-fleeting the silver and china in -the
waseq mahogan ! ,Then we broil
i
- the-hints: yes,' . e all cook them
1.,a•T irig and turtiiiig them and drip-
oie...! theM with melted butter. arid
tinsify dksjing \yip salt and pepper
ii f styz •
S.
off de !NG DAY SIOULD BE EPIERLLY
A Big Fishing Smack. V.;
Joe McGregor, George H Green
Henry McGregor, Boon Bearden
Fred, MeGregor, A. L. McGregor and
others from the Flat Woods section
went to Clear Pond MOnday .where
they spent two days angling for the
finny tribe. AS it was to cool
for snakes to Crawl, it was wholy
unnecessary for the party to carry
any snakeiremedY with Cum on tle
trip. Consequently it was a bone
dry
1
!written a letter of thanks for the
i Wool socks sent him by Marshall
!County Red Cross. He congratulat-
ed the members upon the splendid
work being accomplished, and corn-
plimented very highly the knitting
I committee.
The following have added the;rPARTICULAR REASUI WIY :THANKSGIV- WHEi THE ;DEVOUT PILGRIMS SHOWED ndmes to our membership use THE 
MAN WHO MADE A SHORT, BUT
TRH GRATITUDE FOR Mrs. A. E. Cross, Mrs. W. M. John- EFFECTIVE tAMPAIGN. AGAINST
CELESRATE0 HERE.
One of the oldest and best be-
loved holidays in the whole year
comes to us next week—oldest in
our history because the Puritan
fathers celebrated it when they did
not celebrate Christmas, best be-
loved because it is a holiday all our
' own, typically American througffs
and through. . Nations all over the
world celebrate Christmas, New
;Years and Easter. Even our Inds-
pendenee day has its echo ip the
, French July 14, but Thanksgiving
'day is the entire property of the
American people. and perhaps this
!adds the extra luster which Makes
it a day a?art in the heart of every
I citizen.
Its origin was in the farms, where ;
the harvest season was closed with
I a day setnside for . the giving of .
thanks for the crops just harvested.
; In reality.it is a national harv'est
I festival, but its meaning has collie '
I to cover more than jest the harvest
THEIR BLESSINGS
Our harvest being gotton in, our
governori(William Bradford) sent
four men on fouling„ so that we
might after a more special manner
rejoice togsrher after we had gath-
ered thelfruit of our labors. They
four in one day killed as much foule






any almost a weeke. At
no, amongst other recrea-
xercised our aims, . many
Hos coming amongst us,
ne the rest, their, greatest
king, Mass.lsoit, with some ninety
men, whim fur three days we en-
tertained Ind feasted, and they
went out a al killed fine deer, which
they brought to the plantation and
bestowed on-our governor and upon
the captani [Miles Standish] and
others.
Such is The historic record of the
first Thai ksgiving in Plymouth
colony 21 years age. Less than a
year before the Mayflower, bearing
season alone. Now this 'holiday is its little•basid Of 102 Pilgrims, an-
Eiccorded us for the 'rendition of ', chored off the rock-bound , New En-
thanks for the blessings of the en- "gland coast. Alone. in the bound-
tire year. ;less wilderaess; of the New World
We find that during the Revolution ' the hem.* Puritans ' struggled
, the observance of this day for giv- -through th- relentless winter, bat-
•.-...i....elksive. -- 
• S .-. Washington, Nov. 19.—Secretary lug thanks had become so general ding with ow ard wind, savage.., sscess„ssies -s - sigistsszy,---ansis..-.. -4etise,s1ts sits me wsiseeview is Mt of •tiiat' tongre.z.-, recommended eaeh -is,s--,ss..-sses„. sratesss:sstk death is.
nhjsily, maybe; - i nnoaderitly, per hope for die Allied arms.- 'the Ital- , year a thanksgiving day. This was ; self. . In t months their num-
. haps—knowingthe- wonderful taste Lian• defenSe is 'stiffening, he says : an annual occurance until the end i ber was al ost one-half of the en-
1 of ' the broiled 'birds, we gather and British and French re-enforce- ' of the war, when a day - was. set tire company. But with the spring
1 around the long Oval table. Plates 1 thentslarriving. Futherrnore the Al- aside in 1784, for rendering timnkg time life looked more 'kindly upon
.ki• of iliot biscuits are brought in, -hot lies on the western front are pre- for the return of pece. Again in the. exiles; summer smiled on their
. .• coffee with hot Milk is our drink paring for further offensives and the 1789 Washington -appointed a day corn fields, and, autumn brought
,and great dikes of wild honey taken German high command must shift of thanksgiving for the adoption of abundant harveSt. - A few little
troops thea- to stem the certain a the Constitution.- It was in thisds -, from a tree in he woods where dwellings had bean built, and pre-
- .(1 •
Breaks Negro's Neck
, An autemobile on its way from
"Radtfcah t Lovelaceville he Sat-
' urday night driven by Raymond
Miles strtick a wagon and team
driven by James Harris, a negro.
Harris waS jolted from the seat of
the wagon. In the fall to the road-
way his neck was brokeon and he
was killed instantly. Harris' wife
and tWo Other negsro women were
in the wason. They were uuhurt.
Cheerful Prospect
Seen Ey Ranker.
the hunters had !mind it. vance.
"That is . a Thanksgiving dinner
here. - Wives Change Husbands.4
And ill the kitOen the isihbits
are 'skull' and Atilin Mary, trtie to.
her privileged poSitiola as 'Mammy,
puts good lard (itegrises are.-not al-
(owed to use lard4 they must fry out
fat from 'fat back') in three'Cir fisur
iron skillets, cuts the rabbits up
and dips them in flour, salt and pep
per, and fries then all brown and
crisp—and neveriforgets to fry an
. onion to in the sapan!
And when thellong table in 'the
-kitchen is set, and the delicious
browned rabbit and pans and pans
of cornbread anti the bitsi. of wild
honey that were to br,oken " to be
sent in the house are ready, Aunt
Paducah, Ky., Nov. 21.—Within a
few hours after each had been re-
leased from martial vows through
divorce decrees issued by the Mc-
Cracken circuit court, 011ie M. Hous
er and Mrs. Jimmie Vozier, well
; known Paducah young people, were
' married.
I Mrs. Vozier had been granted a
s divorce from. Dalton Vozier on the
I same day within a few minutes of
!Mrs. Marguerite Houser being re-
leased as the wife of 011ie Houser.
Terry Wallace, of Benton 7. was
in town last Saturday on business.
A job in Misses Patent Leather,
sizer 12 1-2 to 2. A splended
wearing shoe, besides has style,
andl comfort. We have just 21
pailis and are worth $,Z.50 a pair.





OF ALL AMERICANS • HIM THANKSGIViN3
year also that the Episcopal church
formerly recognized the right of
the civil government to recommend
such a feast day.
• Eloped To Metropolis, Ill.
Otho Bailey and. Miss Jennie
Tucker, of Sharpe, eloped to Metrop-
olis, Ill., Monday where they were
united in the holy bonds of wed-
lock. ,
After the marriage ceremony, the
happy couple returned to the home
of the bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs,
Rufus Tucker where they will make
their home for the present.
The bride and groom are both
popular young folks of their locality
and have a host of admiring friends
whO join this office in hearty feciii-
tations to the happy twain, wishing
for them happiness, throughout
their voyage o'er life's tempestuous
sea.
The Place To Buy
Your Thanksgiving Turkey.
Send your orders to Mrs. Dan L.
DuPre, Benton, Ky., for your
Thanksgiving turkey. Flock of the
finest birds in the county to select
from.
Americans Safe.
London, Nov. 19.—Robert P. Skin-
ner. the American Consul General
has received a telegram, dating Sun-
day, from the American Consul at
Moscow saying that he and other
Americans in Moscow are safe. The
city was quite at the time, but there
had been much fighting, the mess-
age said.
James Brown, of Glade was
town last Saturday on business.
parations had ben Made for oth-
ers, making a tin* oasis of homes
on the deArt of he New world,
Then it was that Go ernor Bradford
issued his first • proc mation, and
the Pilgrims and their ndian guests
partook of that first an4 now his-
toric American feast.
Marshall County Red Cross.
+Rollie Creason and ClintWyatt, two of Marshall Coun-
ties best young men who are now
serving their country and and stati-
oned at Mineola, L. I., were present-
ed by our Red Cross with three -pair
of wool socks each. Five other of
our boys who are stationed at Min-
eola were also presented with socks,
and they were delivered to them by
our returning boys. Mrs. Washburn,
chairman of knitting has, been very
faithfully working for our boys,
having spun her own wool and per-
sonally seen to all the knitting.
Mrs. Griffith assisted r by Mrs
Nonnie Cole has cut and sent oni
from headquarters 144 different
articles which are being delivered
to members for completion by the
following chairmen: Mesdames,
Grover Treas, D. B. Fergerson, Coy
Reeder, John Lovett, Walter Prince,
Gilliard Johnson, Tom Wood, and
Milburn Castleberry,
Mrs. Washburn chairman of knit-
ting. has received 25 pounds of wool
this week, sliteis spinning same, and
all desiri to knit socks for our
soldiersu rl .r    all or write Mrs. Wash.
burn. 
and Birmingham are get-
tin t 
-for th 
Wort bags in readiness
t draft. These chapters
g 
have a hnost equal membership
and 
work. 
a . ...r. , thitloing very efficisntin
Ruby Baileys, of illitieola, L I., has
JACK HEATH
ISSUES ADDRESS
son. Mrs. D. L. Eley, Miss Ninan OVERWHELMING OHS.
Copeland, Mrs. Belle Kingsolving,
W. M. Harrington, Mrs. Joe FriZzell
Mrs. Lee Wyatt, J. M. Joluison.:\
NOTICE.
!To the people of Marshall County: -
After my first experience as a
.icandidate for public office, in which
, I made only a -two-weeks campaisOf:
Benton Lodge, 701!against overwhelming odds, I feel
F. & A. M. will meet- I highly gratified - at the flattering
- Monday evening Nov
vote and support I received, at the;
hands • of the good people of our26. at 7 p. in. Work
in 3rd. Degree, vis- 
good county: Without any organ--,
itors welcome.
S. N. Creason: Sect.
BritiA Capture 166,000
Men Since War Started.
London, Nov. 19.—In tin. House
of Commons Thursday during a
speech Henery Williams Forster
Financial _Secretary of War, . said
that since July- L.1916, the British
had captured Troin the Turks 30,197
prisoners and guns'; arid &Om the
Germans on the western front 101
534 „prisoners and 519 guns. The
approximate square mileage in
territory conquered' or recormeered
by the British in the same'time said
Mr.. Forster, was -128,000.
total number of prisoners captui•
on all fronts' since the beguning ot
the war was 1.66M0. while the cap-
aired guns numbered 800.
Ballard Tops Quota
For “Y" War Fund
Ballard county always ready to an
swer the call to duty, came through
with flying colors in its Y. M. C. A
army fund drive, and; while the
County's. allotment was $1,050 the
loyal citizen g -of that county were
not satisfied with raising this sum
but succeeded in nearly doubling the
amount and when the final tabula-
tion of the totals from each section
was made Sunday at a meeting of
all of the workers'held at Wickliffe
the substantial total of $2,000 was
Ballard's answer to the national
call.
Confederate Veteran Day.
Next Monday, Nov. 26, is Confed-
erate Veteran day at Murray. The
ranks of these old battle scard
heroes are being depleted mighty
fast and those .of them who are
still alive, are mighty feble.
i
ization to assist ca in the can r
03aign, and- without- any previous
!experience in this`, to me an un-.
kmiwn field. I set out .in my ,own
\\ ay, making good business the sole
us!, and of course I naturally feel
, grateful for the treatment that I.
receivethat your hands.-
] have no Words, in which to ex—
pressmy gratitude fittingly, for the
mains kind acts and deeds reAdered
to me by the people of Old Marsh—
all during the recent,shattscamPaign
and election. Suffice to say, that I
shall endeavor to prove myself
worthy of your confidende and trust,
in the future, by making myself.
just as useful as I know how to.
Again thanking one and - all, for







Marshall county's Rural Mali
Carriers, will meet 'Thursday Nov.
29, at 10 a. m.. over the Post Office.
Business of importance. Let every
carrier be present.
• , S.N.Creason, President.
Being Thankful.
•
Thanksgiving is not a day, it is a
habit. We cannot be thankful On
Thanksgiving day unless we have
been learning how every day in the
year. Hereare some simple ruler
Walk on the sunny side of the strett;
live as much as possible in the
street; live as much as possible in,-
the best room in the house; think
about your friends, not your en—i.
emies: talk about your good luck
not bad. These are some of the
ways of acquiring the- spirit of
cheerfulness which is the only sod
in which the flower "Thanksgiving"
will grow.
$495
FOR THE BOY WHO WANTS
THE NEWEST STYLES
TRENCH MODELS
Coat made with Belt
all round. and Buck-
el. Pants full lined.
A big variety of pat-
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In this, the greatest world crisis, the telephone plays
a very important part. The movements of great armies
are directed by telephone. The orders for firing the
largeit guns of the artillery are given over the telephone.
Many telephone men are held in reserve, for this
branch of our armies.
Our telephone property has been offered the govern-
ment.
Do we realize how necessary the telephone is?
If you have a place of business with no Home Tele-
phone, you are faebehind the man 7.vho has.
RATES PER MONTH: RESIDERE SLOG. BUSINESS $2.09 •
MARSHALL CRITYJIIEPHONE CO. 
B. Y. Chambers, District Mgr. V. E. Fisk, Local Mgr.
Let Us Be Your Waiter
We never tire of helping others when they ask
exacting typographic ap tite. People who
for good job printing. V1/4 can tickle the most;:: 
have partaken of our excellent service come
back for a second serving. Our prices are the
most reasonable, too, and you can always de-
pend on us giving your orders the most prompt
sod careful attention. Call at this office and look over our samples.
IIMI•••111•1116.
0=10a 101=10
Agee. vevsesarejegasefeetee issweesife. —
TI-IIS IS YOU/. WAR
This is yc :it war. '1!._,e can be doubt about that. It
By ORIN R. COILE
'11 is as much i7 i oermany had invaded the United
" States and amcked I yours,
As a matter of fact GcrMany has invaded the United
States. Germany has blown up munition factories and rail-
roads and bridges in an effort to stop the exportation of
supplies and munitions to the Allies.
You are a civilized being and Germany has attacked and
raped civilization. Germany has crucified Belgium and Bel-
gium is a part of civilization—a noble part. 0
So, it is just as much your war as it is England's war,
or France's or Russia's. It is even more your war than it
is any one of these nations for the reason that the United
States, of which you are a part, stands for the best in civili-
zation and the highest in democracy.
Countless mothers have sent their sons to France to fight
for you; "countless wives have given up their husbands that
you might be protected, that democracy might live.
Whai are you going to do about that? Are you going
to stand idly by while these men fight? They are giving
up everything that is dear to them. What are you giving
1.1 up? The least you can do in the name ..of civilization and
" humanity and justice, the least you can do for your God
and for those who are near and dear to you is to back up
the boys in the trenches, back up the Government iself,
back up President Wilson. who is giving his best for you,
just as our soldiers are perhaps giving their life-blood—the
least you can do is to back up all of these men and all of
these influences by lending your money to the Government
by purchasing Liberty Bonds.
pot to-morrow and not next day; not a week from now,
but NOW. This is the time for you to show your patriot-
ism; this is the time for you to show that there is red blood
in your veins; this is the ,time for you to speak out against
the German government's ravage of civilisation and hu- 0
manity.
Man. Man, this is your war and this is your hour to act. Fi
01:=10=01=11
0
ii We 174'. Epi-.(w to wor41141Lio .I ..01Lit a reason for graVing franchise. one-third of the
ballot box the siinie as ee are op -
IP woftraii in the field, in the
actory or in the army teal for the
self-same reaeons. We had rather
0 see her plant flowers than sow wheat;
gather bouquets than pick cotton, Mid
rear children than raise political is-
sues, although she may have as much
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A Soliloquy in
Two Paragraphs
"That's the third time this morning. I can't wait
a moment longer on that fellow. Let me see—what is
4usith's number?
"If Jones won't provide sufficient telephone facili-
ties for his customers, he can't blame me for dealing
elsewhere. Operator, give me 437."
How do you know this -very occurrence doesn't
happen with your single telephone. Have an auxiliary
line; the cost is trifling. Call the business Office to.
'day.
CUMBERLAND TELEPHONE
& TELEGRAPH COMPANY ,
• 
14/I N CO IRP9 RATE




WOMAN'S SUFFRAGE FROM THE
VIEWPOINT OF LEADING
FARMERS.
Why should women vote? That is
the question that is ringing from
ocean to ocean and reverberating from
the Canadian boundary' to the MeV.-
can border. It is the mission of a •
newpaper to give the news and the
action of the Texas Farmers' Union
in opposing woman's suffrage when
that question was recently before the
Texas legislature is significant as
representing the attitude of the or.
ganized plowmen. We reproduce in
part the, argument presented by Hon.
W. D. Lewis, president of the Texas
Farmers' Cuter., in cppceing th.e bill:
"It is gratifying to note that it 13
not the farmer's wife who is clamoring
for the ballot. She is too busy
trying to make happier homes, mold-
ing the minds of future citizens and
sharing with her husband the cares
of life to indulge in political gossip.
The ballot will give her no relief from
drudgery, give no assistance in cloth-
ing the children or bring to the home
additional comforts, conveniences or
opportnnities in life. It is. as a rule,
the city woman promoted to idleness
by prosperity, who is leading the rut I
frag,ette movement'. 341019filiftfigiair
7:Prom Miidpoints, perhape
a woman has as mlich right to vote
as a man. So has she as much right
to plow as a man; she has as much
right to work in a factory as a man;
she has as much right to shoulder a
musket as a man, but we would rather
she would not do so from choice
and we regret that necessity ofttimes
compels her to earn a living by en•
gaging in gainful occupations. We do
not consider misfortune a qualifiesa.
Con for auffrage or a. business ace!-
Opposed to Unsexing Humanity.
"Sex qualification for .suffrage may
have its apparent inconsistencies. No
general, rule adjusts itself perfeetly
to all conditions. It is a favorite ar-
gument advanced by the proponents of
woman's suffrage that mai :cultivated
and noble wemo.-- seeemesse
ble of intelligently exe-c lug SON'.
ereignty than a worthlcrs ,egro, but
the South never was *Gus for
negro suffrage, and ehile milture and
refinement, lied even morality, are
desirable virtues, they ard not the
only qualifications for franchise.
"The brimary, inherent and insem
arable fitness for suffrage is support.
ing a family. The plow handle, the
forge and the struggle for bread af
fiord experience necessary to properlt
mark the ballot. Government is a
great big buetness and ckellizetion
from the very beginning assigned
woman the home and man the busi-
ness aefairs of life.
"There has been much freakish leg-
islation enacted during the past de-
cade that no doubt appeals to wornan's
love for the ridiculous, but to under-
take to unsex the human race by law
Is the height of legislatives folly and
a tragedy to mankind.
"We are opposed to the equal rights
of woman—we want her to ever re-
main our superior. We consider
waman's desire to seek man's level
the yellow perii of Twentieth Century
civilization.
"Woman is the medium through
which angels whisper their messages
to mankind; it is her hand that plants
thoughts in the intellectual vineyard;
It is through her heart that hope, love
and sympathy overflow and bless man-
kind. Christ—the liberator of woman-
kind—was satisfied to teach the lessons
of life and He was a man. He chose
to rule over human hearts and re-
fused worldly power and men followed
after Him, women washed His' feet,
little children climbed upon His knees
and the Ruler of the universe said
that in Him lie was well pleased.
Can woman find a higher calling?"
THEM ISTOCLES
When Themistocles was asked by
his host at a dinner party to enter-
tain the guests by playing the lute, he
replied that he could not play the,
but that he could mat:e a small
town a great city. We have In this
•Pation many politicians who are good
"fiddlers," but they cannot, make a
small town a great city. We are over-
run with orators who can play upon
the passions of the /teople, but they
can't put beck and en tar together.
We need builders.
Let those who 'hunger a
Power understand thht t
thirst for
highest
gluey of a .statesman is to onstruct,
and that it is better fora mall that he
should build a public high ,-ay than
that he should become Govesnor of a
state; and that he start a
The true test of states/trans in i the
that he become the author /4' .1%Nv.
Sow than
_., ,.f e
who would govern. firstWI&
..1,... ,...“ e. , :...,....s. s es\ 1
t
Kansas Highways.
Good roads is a relative express-
ion. There are. men who think a
jump)r and a pair of o-veralls are
good enough._ for their wedding
day.
It's not a real good road unless it
will take you where you want to go
at a iy time in the day or night,
rain or shine, summer or winter.
. If it pays you to use the binder
instead of the cradle, it will pay
you to be able to haul to market
twice as much, twice • as often as
you have been able to in the past.
Keep the boy on the farm by
making your roads so lie can get to
town in a short time.
There are enough. bumps in life
without having them in the middle
of the road.
Just a's well be out of the won l I
as at the end of an impassable
roe.
Always remember that you can't
-have anything worth while without
taxes. Even your thoughts cat)
not travel without taxing your
brain.
You don't care to build roads for
the tourist. Neither does your rich
neighbor want to pay taxes to edu-
cate your children. -
Bridging difficulties is one of the
tasks of the road maker. .
A rocky road isn't hard to travel
if the rocks have learned to know
their place.
You talk about the value of your
farm because it is near a good com-
munity center with schools and
churches. But the value is off one-
third if the weather and road con-
ditions keep you away from them
time.
Jectrate of Ointments for
...atarrh That Contain Mercury
as mercury v-ill surely dcstroy the sense
of smell and completely ,:erange the
whole system when entering it through
the mm. ous surfaces. Such articles should
never be used except on prescriptions
from reputable physicians,cs the damage
they will do is ten fold to the good you
can possibly derive from them.. hail's
Catarrh Cure, manufactured by F. J.
Cheney & Co., Toledo, 0., conains no
mercury, and Is tal:en internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous sur-
faces of the system. In buying Hall'
Catarrh Cure be sure you get the genu-
the. It is taken internally and made in
Toledo. Ohio. by F. J. Cneney & Co. Tes-
timonials free.
Sold by Druggists. Price 77.e. per bottle,
-Take Fatally Pills for constinntioni
The Dixie Highway.
Are the roads in your _county a
credit to you, or are you ashamed
of them?
Are the roads in your county
wide enough for the convenient pas-
sage of cars?
Are the roads in your county
marked so that the tourists from
distant states have no difficulty
keeping to the right road?
Are the roads in your county all-
year-round roads, or only . good
weather roads?
Are the roads in your county
such that the tourists traveling over
them want to come back that
way?
Are the roads in your county
good enough for the transportation
of military troops, with the accom-
panying supply ammunition .and
engineer trains? You can never
tell when your roads will be needed
for this very service. • Military
trucks are heavy.
Best Use For Skim Milk.
All skim milk should be used—
none wasted. It should furnish the
maximum of food to human beings
and does this better when used
direct, as cottage cheese, prepared
buttermilk, or other by-products,
than when fed to animals and con-
verted into meat. Surplus skim
milk may be used ecconomically to
feed hogs, yet 100 pounds of it,
which will produce 15 pounds of.
cheese, produce only 4.8 pounds of
dressed pork if fed with corn. Skim
milk if made into cottage cheese
furnishes nearly seven times as
much protein and nearly as much
energy as the dressed pork it would
produce. Of course the most nour-
ishMent is obtained when skim milk
is used direct, either for di:inking or
cooking. As far as possible, there-
fore, skim milk should be used for
'‘' e ' •
to live stock.
„,..witivantiVagret4
Teaching the Art of Living.
The church is commissioned &Igo
to teach and teain those who are
rich with its evangelistic message.
The term, Religious Education, has
come to wean a specific thing in our
country, namely, the training of the
people in the local church in those
deep twitters which pertain to the
art of living. I am not now epeaking
of the work of education in schools.
colleges and universities, but the work
o efillcation at our doors; In the con-
gregation. Every agency in reach
shouid be employed to the utmost in
this important mist;on.. Indeed, the
local ehurch could be made a sort of
university for all the people, in which
Ile simple, practical arts and virtues
of everyakay sheuld he tenelit
foenrce . Only recently has this
special phase of the church's work re-
ceived anything like adequate atten-
tion. The New Testament word for
It is Edification.
ChOol of Religion Needed.
Ot course, the Sunday School is the
'center for all this work, although the
activities of the chuech should extend
through the entire week and the Sun-
day School should cease to be so
named. It should be called the Scheol
of Religion or the Church School or
something else that indicates it to be
an all-the-week activity. During this
time various and sundry clubs, classes,
musital organizations, culture courses,
as well ap distinctly religiobs meetings,
should beheld. Thickly- settled neigh-
borhoods, as we shall see, offer fine
opportunities for the development of
things spiritual.
The third task to which the church
Is committed is that of Christianizing
the social order; that of infusing the
spirit of Jesus into every nook and
corner of our life. Nothing is foreign
to the interest of the church.
Neighborly Love Essential.
If religion pervades and colon; the
whole life then ours Is serious busi-
ness, for it will let no Corner .of the
world escape its influence. The soonei
we learn that Chriitiatlity is not a
thing to be practiced in a corner the
better for the world. The question' of
the eighteenth century, touching Chris.
tianity, was, Can it be made to square
with'ithe human reason? Of the nine.
teenth, Can it be made to square with
the results of scientific research? Of
the twentieth, What can it do? We
must learn to enforce not only love of
God, whom we cannot see, but love to
our neighbors, with whom we are living
In constant contact. Neither without
the other is Christianity whatever else
it may be. Everything that interests
his neighbors must interest him, if he
is a genuine follower of the Christ.
It is the mission of the church—the
rural as well as the city—to evange-
lize the whole world, to train to the
highest ,degree of efficiency those
whom it evangelizes and to seek to
make the spirit of Jesus the absolute
rule in all human relations.
'It is an admitted economic feet that
there car. 1:c no permanent prosperita
without a permanent agriculture.
TH: NATION'S DINNER TABLE
When ra.. einner bell of this nation
rings there have been slaughtered for
the repast 13,000 beeves. 21,000 hogs.
4,600 sheep. 2,000 hundredweight of
poultry and other meats, and there
have been 700,000 bushels of cereals
and 540,000,000 pcunds of vegetables
prepared for the feast. Multiply there
quantities by one thousand, repre-
senting approximately the number of
meals per annum, and we hive the
annual colitentstof the patien's lartiet.
Set with all our immense quantity,
superb quality and wide renge' of pro-
ducts, the Am< rican housewife. !the
the wile of King Nehuchacteezeale
longs for variety and she goes market-
ing in foreign lends. She buys abroad
$200,0('0.0nr Twr r‘f farm r7.r.
hesathe lenile.d States.
wagmlm.
MISSION OF THE IF BACKACIIY
RURAL CHURCH KIDNEYS  BOTHER
Eat less meat, and take a glass of
SHOULD BE UNIVERSITY OF RE-





ey sluggish,become ov env ozaed; get o
Cele acid. in meat excites the kidnITss
of Christianity to Evangelize ths th
,aehe. and feel like lumps of lead. bThe
urine becomes cloudy; the bladder is irri-
tated, and you may be obliged to seek re-
lief tee., or .three times during the night
When the kidneys slog you must help
them flush off the body's urinous wa,te
or you'll be a real sick person shortly.
At first you feel a dull misery in the kid-
ncy region, you puffer from backache,
EiCk headache, diaziness. stomach gets
sour, tongue coated and you feel rheu-
matic twinges when the weather is bad.
Eat less meat. drink lots of water;
also get from any pharmacist four ounces
of Jed Salts; take a tablespoonful
in a glass of water before breakfast
for a few itsys falti your kidney's will
then act fire. This famous salts is made
from the acid of grapes and lemon juice
emnbined with ;Aida. and has been usei
for generations to clean clogged kidneys
end etimulate them to normal activity,
also to neutralize the acids in urine, so
it no loner isea source of irritation,
thus ending bladder weakness.
Jad Sells is inexpensive, cannot in-
, jure: makes a delightful effervescent
God and the soul are in fellowship.
a.
of_.:7 bog and places him upon the lithia-water drink which everyone should
highest levels of human life, where take now and then to keep the kidneys
a
clean mei active. Druggists here say
This lone were an immense priv- they sell lots of Jed Salts to folks who
believe in overcoming kidney trouble,.
while it is oar tr.,_Ae.
By Rev. Jno. A. Rice, D. D. '
Pastor st. John M. E. Church, Sout
St. Louis. Ito.
Some years ago, , the question was
asked: What is a college? The at-
tempt to answer it shook the educa-
tional world in America from center
to circumference. Another qusstion is
now beginning to be asked: What is
a church? Without undertaking to
give a definition of it, let me ask, in
this initial paper, what the church
Is for? The New Testament reveals
three distinct tasks to which it is
committed.
lairst,7that of evangelization. Ths ,
church is divinely commissioned to
reach for the lowest and the least
man in the least land and offer him
sonship to the Eternal God; offer him
a divine power, which lifts him out
Atto-n4sArc -WINO
ToTrosecuic All Violators,
United States AttorneYs in all
districts of the country are being
funished copies of all orders and
rulings issued by the United States
Fuel Administration, and are being
instructed by United States Attor-
ney General Gregory to take all steps
for prosecution of violators of the
Leer Act or price rulings as fixed
by the President and the Fuel Ad-
ministration.
PreVaredtiCSS:.
This is the slogan of the wise
man. Stock are continually exposed
to cuts, wounds, scratches, etc. The
man who is prepared has his heal-
ing remedy on hand to 'stop all
chances of. blood poison. Farris'
Healing Remedy is Highle '-
tic. • lt-is
tie makes $2.00 worth of a healing-
oil or ointment. Money refunded,
if you are not satisfied.
Mrs. B. Mathis.
The Three B's
A two-line report of a Kentucky
county agent to the United States
Deportment of Agriculture sneaks
volumes: This is his succinct ac-
count of his work:
"Had a meeting at the courthouse.
I talked on whipping Germany with
three B's—bread, bacon, and
beans."
CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children




The Germans are adopting meas-
ures to toughen their soles: if they
can make them as hard as their
souls they ought to be able to 'get
through the winter barefooted.
The chances are that in no. in-
stance has the American railroad
commission in Russia felt that it
was not needed. .
The only kind of seprate p3ac
that the Allies will consent to is
the kind that would seperate the
Dachshund from his bone.
One way to make people believe
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Mrs. P. 0. Schell Tells'
Flow She Cured Her
Son of a Cold.
"When my son Ellis was sick
with a cold last winter I gave him
Chambo4ain's-Cough Remedy. , It
helped; him at once • and quickly'
broke op his cold," writes Mrs. P. 0
Stuchell, }leaner City, Pa. -Thg‘
remedy has been in use for many
years. Its good qualities have been
fully proven by many thousands of
people: It is pleasant and safe to
take.
Hog Sales Day.
A chain of hog sales days has
been organized for all counties of
southeastern Alabama; which, with
the remainder of the scalthttrn see-
lion of that State, in six years have
become a hog-producing area of
distinction. The hog sales day•plan
was originated in Dale County,
whose farmers realized from 1%2 to
2 cents more than farmers in other
sections of southern Alabama.
At Ozark, October 3; No. 1 hogs
sold for $17.60 a hundred and No.
2 and No. 3 hogs 1 and 2 cents less,
respectively. Agents of the States
Relations Service of the United
States Department of Agriculture
worked to develop hog raising in
this sectO and are in charge of the
sales days:\ One of them reports
there is no particular reason why
sauthern Alabama should lead other
sections in this industry. He com-
mends the sales day plan to other
sections of the South.
Advisability of development of
hog raising in southern Alabama
was urged when ravages of the boll
weevil directed attention to the
necessity for diversification of farm
products in cotton States. Geneva
County shipped 373 cars last year,
and this number was followed dos -
ly by other counties-of the section.
Washington County, in which only
•2 '•,S per cent of the land is in culti-
ation, shipped six or seven cars.
Wolties in sheep's clothing are
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Jimmie Collins Tells What He Saw-
What Military framing Does '
tor Boys.
"Weil, here we are!" exclaimed Bil-
lie, presenting his chum, Jimmie Col-
lins.
"Very glad to see you, Mr. Collins,"
said Uncle Dan with a smile.
"Aw," said Billie, "Just call him
Jimmie. That's the only name he
knows. 'He's the pitcher of our base-
ball nine, and he's swage pitcher, too.
Just feel of his arm."
"Well," said Uncle Dan, feeling,
"'That's a mighty good arm!"
"Now, boys," said Uncle Dan, "what
do you want to talk about?"
"Well," said Jimmie. "I was down to
Galesburg a few mouths ago when the
hops came home from the Mexican
'border. They looked tine. Everybody
wansurprised to see bow straight they
• stood and how insi.nly. they were. The
boys seemed proud to wear the uni-
form. I tell you their muscles were as
hard as nails. I heard Banker Haskett
say that the training and discipline
the boys had had was exactly what
every .boy in the country ought to
have, and that now these boys cetrid
get a better job at higher pay than
they could have had before. Do you
think Hata so, Ut11(21.1)anl"
Zncle Dan replied: -1 PiiiTe.
friendIlk employs hundreds of yotm
•men. He always gives boys having
had military training the preference;
he says it pays to do so. He finds
they are more alert, more prompt,
more courteous; they know how to
carry out orders; they are quicker to
think and to act than those without
training. He said from his experience
he believed that six or eight months
of intensive military training would
,add at least 20 per cent to a muu's
'
.---
• AFTER FIVE MONTHS.
The two pictures are of the same
young man. The flYst was taken the
day he enlisted and the second after
he had had five months' military train-
ing. His home is in North Carolina.
earning capacity, and that it was the
best investment any young man could
make.
"Billie, if you will go up to my room
and bring my small handbag, I will
let you see two photographs of the
same young man, showing what only
five months of intensive training on
She Mexican border did for him."
The ,bag was brought. Uncle Dan,
showing the pictures, said; "Well,
here they are. They tell their own
story and it is a mighty interesting
one. . The young Man, before training,
has a discouraged .look ; he has seen
but little of the world. There was
very little in his surroundings to brina
him out. When he joined the cairn-;
nod Uncle Sam took him in charge,
life for him took on a new meaning.
He saw a chance to do something and
be something. He woke up. Ills cap-
tain_ says he is twice the man he was
ViICEI he Joined the army. This may
be- one of the extreme cascs." sail!
Uncle Dan. vI can tell you, though.
that wur ("air wur, no one thing will
do the youne men of this 'nation so
much good in so short it time as a few
months of intensive military training.
It fits a man to tight his own life bat-
tles in the businesie world as well as
to defend his country and its flag.
"Nearly every civilized country gives
its boys military training. It is com-
pulsory. It is based upon the fact that
it is the duty of everyone to help de-
fend his country;, and as war is now
carried on, no one can do much unless
he is 'trained. Altai, the records show
that the killed and wounded among
untrained troops is nearly three times
us great as it is with well-trained men
who know how to . fight and how to
protect themselves. By this plan a
nation has trained men to defend her
,and the individual is a stronger and
• better man for tie.: training.
"If the Chamberlain Bill for Mili-
tary Training is passed by congress,
its it ought to be, the same thing would
be done for millions of other young
!nen throughout the land. Everybody
ought to demand of his congressman
and senators the . passage of this
bill."
a All right, sir, exclaimed Jimmie, we
' alrosenell, Mr. '-




If we can put one touch of rosy
sunset into the life of any man or
Woman, we shall feel that we have
worked with God.
o n
A smile of appreciation is worth
more than a volume of well rounded
sentences of praise—society prattle
is cheap, but' a heart friendship is a
rare plant of blow growth. Happy
are they who can rear a few.
0 0 0
If my boy should leave school
with his head full of history and
grammar and the classics and mod-
ern languages and all the 'other
studies of the curriculum, and yet
should not have in his heart to
yield a willing obedience to law—
the law o' the sehoal, the Jaw of the
community in which Q. lives, the
law of the state and nation—we
should feel that his time had been
thrown away. We need in all our
schools insistence upon obedience to
proper authority, for these boys of
to-day are the citizens of to-morrow
and everywhere throughout the
length and breadth of the land we





Love shows itself in our willing-
ness to do little or big things that
will please our loved ones. A man
may not care for violets, but he
shows his love for his wife if he will
for her sake go down on his knees
in the grass and gather a bunch
just for her. He may not care to
go to church, but if his wife and
children want hitn to go, he could
show his love for them by going
with them. He may think that
they ought to know he loves them
dearely, because every day of his
life he is working for them. •
But his love is not, all that it
might be mita it leads him to do
the things that are eSpecially pleas-
ing to his family. Numerous cares
deep thought, an absorbing life Wqr.
a crowded day, free no man from
the duty of showing his love at
home in ways whieh are wholly of
his wife's or his children's choos-
ing. •
0 0 0
A BIT OF HUMAN INTEREST.
One member of the National Army
from this section happened to be
brought up without any home ties.
Both his father and mother died
when he was young. He "worked
out." He accepted jobs that were
open to him and did the best he
cmld under the circumstances.
This particular young man is now
in a National Army cantonment in
training for a soldier.
And here is a letter that has been
received by one of- his friends
here:
"fltings are going pretty well here.
But I am awfully homesick. None
of the other boys seem to be as
homesick as I am. I cannot figure'
out why it is."
Sometimes to ponder over, Mr.
Citizen, who had the help and corn-
rideships of a father and mother!
Here is a man who srew up as did
Topsy. No:home of his own to give
him pleasure and comfort. No
mother to help him in times of
trouble.. No father to talk over his
prebleins. No sistir to efieer him
up. No fireside to sit around at
night. No family circle.











i Just think it over. It might help
you to. appreciate your good mother.
You might learn to look at father
in a different manner.. Perhaps sis-
ter's sphere in your existence will
be changed. Perhaps you will ap-




A good wife rose from her bed one
morn,
'And thonght with a nervous dread
Of the piles of clothes to be washed
and more
Than a dozen mouths to be fed.
There's the meals to get for the men
in the field.
And the children to fix away
To school, and the milk to be skim-
• med and churned,
And all, to be done this day.
It had rained in the night, and all
the wood
Was wet as it could be;
There were puddings and pies to
bake besides
A loaf of cake for tea.
And the day was hot and her ach-
ing head
Throbbed wearily as she said:
"If maidens knew what good wives
know,
They would not be in haste to
wed."
"Jennie, what do you think I told
Ben Brown?"
Called the farmer from the well;
And a flush crept up to his bronzed
brow,
And his eyes half bashfully fell;
"It wai this," he said, and coming
Dear
He smiled, and stooping down.
Kissed her Cheek--twas this; that
you, were the best
And the dearest wife in town."
The fermer went back to the field,
and the wife
In a smiling absent sway •
Sang .itatches of tender little songs
She'd not sung fo'r • many a day.
And the pain in her head was gone,
041 e clothes
- W as The foam of the
sea;
Her bread was light, and her butter
was sweet,
And as golden as it could be.
"Just think," the children all called
in a breath,
"Torn Wood has run off to sea!
He wouldn't, I know, if he only had
As happy a home as we."
The night came down, and the good
vif,e smiled
To 'herself and softly said:
"Tis so sweet to labor for those we
love,—





are troublesome to cure. Get a
bottle of Farris' Healing Remedy—
costs 50e—make it at honie. Heals
rapidly. A sore never matters
where this remedy is used. We cell
it on the money back plan.—Mrs.
B. Mathis.
Bring on those aerial post routes.
Expectant vacationists are anxious.
to get in touch with the folks back
home bY dropping them a line.
The negroes who have left the
South to escape Judge Lynch seem
to have committed a tactical blun-
der in attempting to capture the
first line of Illinois trenches.
the ly mall in his particular group Sec McAdoo Denounces as, at t army cantonment who is False Vicious Rumors
About Bank Deposits.
Secretary McAdoo has issued
the following statement: •
Among the many absurd and
vicious minors which are being put
into circulation these days, proba-
bly through pro-German influences,
is one that the Government pro-
poses to confiscate the money on
deposit in the banks. The adsurd-
ity of the statement is obvious on
its face, but I have received letters
from several parts of the country
which indicate that this , rumor is
is being circulated for an evil pur-
pose. Of course, these rumors are
wholly without foundation. In
fact, the Government has no power
to confiscate the money of deposi-
tors in banks.
Piles Cured in 6 to 14 Days.
i'our druggist will refund money if PAZOOINTMENT fans to cure any case of Itching,Blind. Bleeding or ProtrudiLg Piles in 6 to 14 days.the first amdication gives Ease and Rest. .s,nc.
Financial Needs Will Not
Strain Country's Resources.
The following is an abstract of
an address by secretary McAdoo
before the Investment Bankers' As-
sociation at Baltimore Wednesday
evening:
Vague and unfounded apprehen-
sions seem to exist in the public
mind as to the extent of the finan-
cial requirements of the United
States during the current fiscal
year. It may be helpful to the
country to know that these re-
quirements have been greatly ex-
aggerated and that, in the judg-
ment of the Secretary of the Treas-
ury, there is no reason what -tNer
for apprehension on the score. This
opinion is based upon the latest es-
timates of our financial needs.
During the past few doss the
various departments of the Gov-
ernment have submitted to 'me
their estimates of expenditures dur-
ing the current fiscal year. On the
basis of these estimates, I am con-
fident that, allowing for a liberal
balance in the general fund at the
close of the fiscal year, not more
than $10,000,000,000 remains to be
raised by the issue of bonds, war-




Soaps of all kinds will make a
sharp advance in price, if, indeed
they do not become impossible to
obtain. Out in the old" smoke house,'
on most farms there is likely quanti-
ties of greases to be found. With
little labor, soap may be made from
this grease, that is very effective in
cleansing power even if it does not
float.
Turn back and learn what grand
mother. did with her odds and ends
of fats.
When the fat used for "deep fry-
ing" has become unfit for additional
frying, add it to the other bits of
fat which cannot be used for food
and make soap.
Keep a receptacle on the back of
the stove and put in all the waste
scraps of fat which have accumulat-
ed during the day. To purify the fat
add a potato sliced thinly. Cook
very slowly untilithe potato slices
are crisp and brown; strain the fat
through several thicknesses of
cheese-cloths
This method of purifying the fat
at short intervals, instead of waiting
Looking up his once familiar sic-1 until enough has accumulated to
gan, "America first and America make soap will keep it from becom-
efficient," Charles Evans Hughes
may finvderlyhaytelt it fits the present oc
casion
Where reason for rasing prices
is wa ng an excuse apparently
will se T.
Whe ver You Need a General Tonic
Take Grove's.
The Id Standard Grove's Tasteless
chill lc is equally valuable as a
General o ic because it contains the
a La oa-e t ic properties of craTININE
lig rancid dnd haying a brown coloe
This is what sometimes causes
clothes washed with home-made
soap to have a strong odor. • '
When enough fat has been saved
make a solution of concentrated lye
or "potash," following the directions
given on the can. Melt the fat, add.
the solution and stir until smooth
and somewhat thickened. Put the
mixture into shallow pans or boxes
lined with greased' paper or old.
a_
'hole System, 60 cents. i place to harden.
nriches the Blood and
FOUR WEEKS
IN HOSPITAL
No Relief—Mrs. Brown Fin-
ally Cured by Lydia E.
Pinkbam's Vegetable
Compound.
Cleveland, Ohio.-" For years I me-
tered so sometirirs it seemed as though
I could not stand
it any longer. It
was all in my lower
organs. At times I
could hardly walk,
for if I stepped on a
little stone I would
almost faint. One
day I did faint and
my husband was
sent for and the doc-
tor came. I was ta-
ken to the hospital
and stayed four weeks but when I cruse
borne I would faint just the same and
had the same pains.
A friend who is a nurse asked the to
try Lydia E. Pinkhatn's Vegetable Com-
pound. I began taking it that very day
for I was suffering a great deal It has
already done me more good than the
hospital. To anyone who is suffering
sal was my advice is to stop in the first
drug-store and get a bottle of Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound befor•
Fou go home." -Mrs. W. C. BROWN,
-18.44 W. 12th St., Cleveland, Ohio.
Don't Plant Fruit Trees Early.
Fall planting of fruit trees should
be delaye4 to late November or
early December, advises the United
States Department of Agriculture.
pomologist of the department
writes in reply to a New Jersey in-
quirer he would hesitate to advise
planting in any section as early as
October because of probable injury
to the trees. In sections of the
North where cold weather prohibits
planting it? Novernder or Decem-
ber. he says, it is usually better to
plant in the spring. Apple trees
can be planted with safety in the
fall farther north than peach trees
and other less hardy kinds.
At the Missouri E,:periment
Station it recently has been shown
that little or no root :action takes
place with fall-planted trees until
the surface of the ground has be-
gun to freeze, a-.d fret s'
early in the fall may lose consider-.
abbl vitality before they begin root
action:
As the Kaiser says, te stood for
the greater part of 1 is reign-but the
time came when he refusd to stand
for it any longer. s
Austrian •statesmen are talking
of a special indemnity to enable
their country to meet the enormous
war debt. Fears are evidently ar-
ising that the scrap of paper may
attemp to introduce itself into
finance,
Although a revolutionist, General
Korniloff has a remarkable faculty
for keeping his head.
SELF DEFENSE
DEFEAT BACKACHE AND KIDNEY
TROUBLE WITH ANURIC.
Many Kentucky. people have suffered
from rheumatism and kidney trouble and
have foetid that Auntie was the most suc-
cessful remedy to overcome these paiultil
and dangerous ailments.
The lucky people are those who have
suffered, but who are thaw well because
they heeded nature's warning signal hi -
tithe to correct their trouble with that
wonderful new discovery of Dr. Pierce•'s
called "Auuric.* You should promptly,
heed these warnings, sonic of which are
dizzy spells, backache, irregularity of the
urine or the painful twinges of rheuma-
tism, sciatica.or lumbago. • To delay may..
make possible the dangerous forms of
kidney disease, such as .Bright's disease,
diabetes or stone ia the bladder.
To overcome these distressing ei ndi-
tions you should take pl.:laity at exercise
ha the open ,air, avoid a heavy meat, diet,
irink freely of water and at eaeli meal,
take lir. Pierce's Anuric Tablets (double
qrength). You will, in a short time. find
that you are one of the firm indorsers of
A nitric, asa re thousands of your neigh hors.
Send for trial package.
Address: Dr. Pierce, Inalids' Hotel
Buffalo, N. Y.. and encloeie 10 colts.
Lotasoreaa, KY. —" Some time ago I
received, by. irequest,
it trial package of Dr.
Piercers Annaic Tab-
lets. I found them of
groat benefit in my'
eaae of eystitis.
After using the trial
package I then used
a full-sized box, andc
am now completelyi
s cured. I feel th.,
aaa 
A a -f4,
.....w.ALTER R. iii,,89,g42,e jatpesunt detiniecusetiveeritt
- • n -"inn,a
d'e4itif • l•f:t :,•• •441:.•
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LNK OF IMMINGHAM
a hank, ding business i at the town
of Birmingham, County of Mar-
shall, State of Kentucky at the
close of business on 17 day of N(s
vember! 1917.
j Resources.
Loans and Discounts.. _ _ _ $55,549.94
(;verdrafts, secured and
.unsecured 
Due from! Banks 
Cash on Hand
Baaking House Furniture
and Fiktures 7  2,000.00
Other Real Estate  2,900.00
()then Assets not included









Capital,stock paid in, in
cash .$15,000.00
Surplus ttind   4,000.00
Undivided Profits, less ex
pensesland taxes paid._ 2;605.80
Deposits I subject to
Cheek ! ._.$39,026.33
Time' d€osits. 9,288,41 48,314.74
Bills pa hie_   3,000.00
tal $'2,920.54
State of Kentucky
'County of Marshall, Set:
! We C s. E. Smith and Bertie
Paach Fte.sident and Ass't. Cashier
• cf tne aloVe uarned ;Bank. do sol-
emnly s car that the above atate-
inent I.; ruc to the best of our-
knowled e and belief.
(ha. E. Sthith, President.
e!rtie poach, Ass't. Cashier.
aubscrphed and ! sworn so before
.1:c this 10th day of November 1917
M. R. Cox, Notary Public.







the Grim Reaper of Death
aroki. and removed from
t Od; daily associations,
f our loved ones.
Stdney Lewis Williams was born
aril 3. 11895,_and departed this life
Nov. IS, 1917; age 1'22yrs. 7mo. 10
He was the son of Mr. and
rs. M. 1.. Williams, and besides a
heartbro en mother and father he
;eaves 3!sisters and 4 brothers, also
eurneroas relatives .and a host of
f iends, to mourn his early depart-
ire. At the early age of thirteen
a ears, he professed faith in Christ,
and United with the Palma, M. E.
Church South, at which place he
retaintai his membership until God,
in His infinite wisdom, called him
to a home not made with hands,
but which is free from all these
earthly *sorrows, and where God's
redeemed ones .shall live forever
more.
- Not only was he a member of the
churl) in name, but he showed his
faith by' his works, always being
ready and willing to assist in any
;same of; church, work he was asked
ta share; Also, he was a regular
Itendaat and faithful worker in
he Sunday School, where he will
be greatly missed, not only by his
work, btit by his cheery look and
worth, Which inspired many
others.
To krintw Sydney was- to love and
adinire Olin, and not only among
the assoniates of his age, will he be
missed, but alike with the old and
young; far he numbered his friends
among 11 classes.




1.,rseshoeine and Repair work done
:irst enaas manner. - All work
guaranteed or money back.
Ready alid willing to serve at
COURTNif FOOD'S
-FL
to have him z o; for he was just in i
the bloom of manhood, and was,!
one in whom we could see. such 1 c'
tirornising things in the future, ever
standing for those principles which
he, conscientiously.- considered for
the right. But we are reminded
that Christ's Kingdom is chosen
from our loved ones, and that we
must always submit to this Divine
call; for, "He doeth all things well."
Sydney has only paid the debt
that each of us must pay, • and is
now free from all these earthly
cares and sorrows. So let us not
mourn for him as being happier in
his Heavenly Home, and try to so
live that when our call "Come up-
Higher' has been sounded, we shall
be prepared to meet Our Savior and
loved ones in that )home Prepared
fiir Christ's children. !
"The Lord giveth, and the Lord
t keth away: blessed be the name1
o the Lord."
The funeral services were held at
the Methodist church at Palma, Ky.,
conducted by Rev. R. A. McNutt,
Pastor in charge of the Calvert City
circuit, after which the remains
Were laid to rest in the Wilson cem-
etery.
The futierail was attended by . a
number of relatiVel, and a host of
friends. .
Written by one who knew him.
NOTICE.
I have been working for wages,
r ten years in thee blacksmith
s ops of Benton. I ,arin now !work-
g in my own shop; snoeing horses
f r 80cts each. My slides are here
r inspection. My work shows for
itself. Your patronage will be ap-
preciated and your work will al-
ways be well done.
Dick Ford, at the Cole Stable.
HALE SPINGS.
The melancholy days have came:
the sad'dest Of the cyear, wailing
winds and naked worlds, and mead-
ows brown and .sear.!
A large crowd went, to Mayfield
last Manday.
There were fourteen of the seven-
teen steWarts of the Oak_Level cir-
cuit present at a business meeting
Of the church at the above named
place last Saturday.
There will be a number of families
dhange places this fall including
Luke Tyree, Alex Park, Jack Cope-
land, Oscar Bell, Clyde Bell and
John Thompson.
R. C. Cates and son Jim were
through here Wednesday.
The new preacher will be at New
Hope next Sunday. We hope the
membership will help him and the
Superintendents to carry on the
work we know the result if we let
it go down.
Uncle Isaac Washam and wife
were at Mr. Jim Washams Wednes-
day.
For Sale Or Trade.
I have 20 head of young mules
for sale or trade. Mules 2, 3 and 4
years old. Will also trade them
for older horses or mules. Come
on while the trading is good.
Put Stilley, Benton, Ky.
Over The Top.
With more than its alotment of
$10,000 secured for the Y. M. C. A.
war fund, McCracken county again
gives evidence of the willingness of
itavitizens to measure up ta, the
requirements, when the call comes
for, service. The splendid spirit
shown by the' workerl in this cam-
paign will long stand 'as a credit to




Coal dealers from the operator to
the retailers are prohibited from
selling coal at price 'subject to re-
vision," by an order just issued by
tuel Administrator Harry A. Gar-
field. Heretofore the United States
ETA RESERVE BANK.
OF ST. LOUIS
Mr. Rolla Wells, Governor of the Fed-
eral Reserve Bank of St. Louis, and
Chairman of the. General Committee of
the Second Liberty Lorn Organization
for District Number Eight, desires to
express to Mr. Solon L. Palmer appre-
ciation of the patriotic and valuable ser-
vice given as a member of the Liberty




Fuel Administration has allowed all
Producers to sell their coal at prices
fixed by the. goVernment, with . a
,stipulation in the selling agreement
that the-price might he revised if
the Government fixed prices were
changed. ;
Under this arrangement pries
were made "subject t,o revision"
froth the operator to the-.jobber and
from the jobber- to the retailer. The
retailer usually found it difficult to:
collect any difference from the eon-
.
sumer! after a retail sale had been
'made at a price based on the. Gov-
ernment price scale. To eliminate
this and other difficultieS which'
this plan entailed, the Fuel Admin-
istration will hereafter insist that
such sales be made and coal paid
for at Government prices as fixed at
the time of the sale: without any
provision for revision. The follow-
ing order, effective at 7 o'clock a. !
m., November 16, 1917, was issued: I
"Hereafter consignments of coal
-shall be made on the basis of a fix-
ed price, not subject -to revision oil i
account of any subsequn- i




Elder, R. E. McCorkle, of Clinton
closed a very successful meeting at
the Christian church here Thursday
night. There were six additions
to the church as a result of the Meet-
ing. A great deal of good was ac-
complished. for the community at
large by the earnest and able preach-
ing of Rev MoCorkle. Those who
joind the church and were baptized
Sunday are as follows: Mary. Ann
Jones, LilliarnJones, Julia Shemwell
Eveline Gowen, Maud Lents.
Hits Both Ways.
The fact that two State Senators
who won on the face of the returns
at the recent election were disqual-
fied because they failed to resign
county offices they held before the
election, makes uncertain the exact
membership of the upper branch at
the next session, although the,paliti-
car complexion of the body reniains
the same, as of the two affected one
is a Democrat and the other a Repub-
lican. In the Sixth district, F. L
Hamby. Republican, was success
ful at the election, but Frank Riven
Democrat, expects to sit in the body
Political conditions were jult re-
versed in the Eighth district, where
Roy L McFarland, Democrat, won
on the face of the returns, but whose
election is attacked by Dr, Early
Republican, on the grounds of dis-
qualification. As both political:
parties are affected, it has been sug-
gested that the question of disqualifi-
cation be waived and that the Sena-
tors winning on the face of the re-
turns be allowed to serve.
Joy in Thanksgivingt
It is a pity that so few pious Peo-
ple have learned haw. to partj pate ,
in the deep happiness that con-
tained in thanksgiving t axi for
events that bring joy 0 r happy
days. If somejnYous vent come-s
quite unexpectedly or 1 ng desired
into our life, if father or son returns
from the war, if convalescence come
at last if a victory is won how warm
and generous then rises the impluse
from the soul's depths to seek a
Spirits whom one can think for it all
Happy is he who knows then the
way to the throne of God!Thenithe
vibrations of the soul ring out a jou-
aus thanksgiving to God. ! This
thanksgiving to him to whom , in
faith we attribute the event gives it
its significance, gives it place in a
vaster, -holy pfocess, that is above
all other things. !
For Sale Or Trade,
One 2% Tennessee wagon. Will
; exchange same far buggy or live
stock.
R. W. (Squinoh) Vaughn.
• l*nton-, Ky.
Universal Thaqksgiving.
Some- call November the dreary
month of the year, the black sheep
the 12: and yet it is the month of
thankfulness, the completion of the
fruitage of the year. In the wocth
the squirrels are industriously at
work among their last gleanings be-
fore cold weather set.. a!
py "cheecheeree" joining wan
calls of the blue jays and crows and
smaller birds in the universal paean
of thanksgiving, in the Underbrush
and in the meadows the mice, too,
are harvesting, with their hearts full
of gladness. Bees are buzzing over
goldenrod and wild astors and other
late flOwers; the quail that have es-
caped the hunter are, like Ruth,
gathering the last grains in the
farmer's fields; while the farmer
himself and his boys are loading
the golden pumpkins into the big
farm wagons to carry away for win-
ter storage for use by both the
family and the cattle.
Mrs A. O. Stanley's
Grandmother Dies.
Henderson, Ky„ Nov. 21,—Mrs
A. 0. Stanley, wife of the Governor
probably will come here for the
funeral of her grandmother, Mrs
Lucinda Turner, 871years old widow
ofaludge Henry Turner, who died
Monday.
Stock Of Merchandise For Sale
The stock of merchandise hereto-
fore belonging to Albert T. innian,
deceased, is now for sale, in lump






,•,!! All parties holding claims against
the estate of J,H. Little are requested
to present same at once for pay-
ment. AU parties holding notes
which J. H. Little signed as surety
are requested to give notice of same
immediately. All accounts notes ect.
payeddue J. H. Little must be
promptly.






if Demands Are Granted Farmers
Will Have Tc Pay Big Part
Of Increase
-
lington, Ii. (7,--.--Though farm-
ally feel little interest ii
9,',.1• labor disputes and are dis-'
,,,,...... to think that such troubles are
remote from them and teapot touch
them diveetly. In till pending clues-
tioa between the Brotherhoods of
freight trainmen and the raLways of
the country the railways evilleatly
are making special effort to inform
be farmers on the points involved
and to enlist their attention. "
It is argued by the railroad- man-
agers that the final disposition bf the
dispute will be made by public senti-
ment. They reason that the farmer,
when It comes to k final "show-
down," really controls not only the
political power but the sentiment of
nearly all, the states. Therefore, they
are trying to • appeal to his horse
sense. They are seeding out a_good
deal of literature directed especially
to the farmers—probablY the first
time such a course has been .taken
in any great labor struggle. They
say they are convinced Of the gene-
ral public's confidence in the horse
sense, the insight. and -the fairness of
the American farmer, and that, there-
fore, his influence must be .powerful.
High Wages Now. Paid
The are dwelling especially on the
argument that the freight trainmeu
already are the highest paid laborers
In the world. They submit figures to
show that in Many instances freight
train employees earn ,from $75.00 a
month for the trainmen, or "brake-
man" as 'they used to be called, to
$250.0o a month for engineer's, wor'..-
inig from 22 to 25 days a- month.
They are asking farmers to inquire
into the facts and convince them-
selves that most of the talk of ex-
cessive hours of labor on railways is
empty and contradicted by the facts.
More than sixteen hours of continti
.ous work in railway service is for-
bidden by law. The instances of
men kept on duty so long as .sixeett
'hours are -a very small fractional per-
centage of the total employment;
they become less every year, and al-
most invariably are due to accident
or some unusual weather conditions.
The managers of the railway- com-
panies. point out that, the
farmer, himself accustomed to
from twelve to fourteen hours
a day of steady work. „Ind
rarely earns in a year as much cash
money as a trainman on duty from
ten to twelve hours, and never con-
tinuously at work, can earn, resting
from labor from .one-fourth tit one-
third of his time. In the south it is
a familiar maxim that "it takes thir-
teen months to make a cotton' crop."
The man who raises ten hales of cot-
ton gets for it in money front $450.00
to $50.9.00, and front this must pay
his Owing expenses, fertilizer bills
and labor. The trainntz•-n are said
to average $S00.00 a year, this being
the estimate of the Brotherhood lead-
ers themselves, and the engineers
draw front $1,50.0.00 to $2,500.00 a
year, the conductors and firemen
earning wages between those of the
trainmen and engineers..
Farmer Vitally Interestid
Asid rom the question of justice,
it is tted out that the farmer's
dirert ifiterest in the matter, is that
h-e*at-e demands freight traffic
adequate to the needs of the country,
and that whatever injures the rail-
roads or hatnpers their operation or
prevents their develomnent is a direct
Injury' to him. If the trouble should
develop a general strike of the freight
train employees; resulting in a tie-
up of traffic, the farmer would be un-
able to ship out what he raises or
to get in what he wants. He will be
asked to consider whether the rail-
roads 3hould be crippled by being
compelled to pay 25 per cent increase
In wages to men already re..itiving
far more than the average prosper-
ous farmer, with resulting injury to
the farmer hiniself—and if the rail-
roads are compelled to grant the in-
crease and have to raise their freight
rates, the •farmer will have to pay a
big part of the increase.
Rank Nonsense.
It is the rankest nonsense for The
Trainman ,to pretend that the public
has nothing to do with this business.
The ,public has everything to do with
It, as the brotherhoods will find, if
they refuse arbitration and cast con.
sorvatism to the winds. The most
covtardly government could not, LI
that case, shrink from its supreme
duty of keeping the national high-
ways open to commerce.— Yew br-
-leans Times-Picayune.
Freight Accidents Dearease.
The use of the huge new locomo
tives and the long and-heavy trains;
agsisig,t., which the Brotherhoods of
freight'trainmen, who are , sking an
enormous increase ia wit* protest
to vigorously, seems to hie :resulted
In a rapid decrease in accidents' to
railroad employees, and a decided in-
crease ,in their safety. The number
of railway employees killed in ser-
vice diminished froilt 510 in 1911 to
45? In 1914, . and the number of in




A bank, doing business atne!rowri
of Benton, County of Marshall,
State of Kentucky at the close of
business on 17th day of Nevelt:-
ber 1917, ,
Resources.
Loans and Discounts $194,170.87
Overdrafts, secured and
unsecured   4821.71
Stocks, bonds and other
securities . 17,593.69
Due fFurn Banks,   65,917.13
Cash On hand_   8,687.95
Checks and other .cash
items.._ 810.55
Banking house,' Furni-
ture and fixtures__   5,000.00
Total  $295,001.92
Liabilities.
Capital stock paid in, 'in
cash   $ 30,000.00








Due Banks and Trust
Companies  1.429.29
Total  $295,001.92
State of Kentucky .,
County of Marshall,_ Set. .
We J. D. Pertersoa and Solon L.
Palmer President ,and -Cashier .of
the.above named Bank, cla solemn-
ly Swear that the above statemea-.
is true to the best of our knomieden
and belief.
J. D, Peterson. President.
_Solon L. Palmer. Cashier.
-Subscribed and sort to before-
me this 21 day of November! .1917.
W. C. Rowe, Notary Public-.
My commission expires Jan. 20th,
1920.
All Should Be Grateful.
-There is somethiaout
shocked grain in the fields, the heaps
of yellow pumpkins, the stubble of
the cut corn and wheat, even the
blue gray of the November sky
which bends low like a benediction
that speaks of plenteousness, of
fruition, of God's loVing care. It is
the universal thanksgiving, the tip.
lifting of all his creatures' hearts in
praise.
Make Use Of God's Gifts.
-
"All that I have is thine," says
God to us—earth and sun and rain
and crops. Let us use them all the
year for all they are worth.
Belongs To All Humanity.
Essentially our American Thanks-
giving is least American of our holi-
days, for the simple reason that it
is too human to be merely Ameri-
can. There were no more human
things left for the New England
fathers to originate. They are im-
memorially older than this coun-
try. There are no original ways 'of
expressing gratitude: Al! the path-
ways of thanksgiving are very old
paths.—Jhmes Lane Allen in Mun-
sey's Magazine.
Z. Burnham and Charley You 4,
left for Mississippi Tuesday with' a
car load of mules and horses for
sale and trade.
will4citchr
MO torch needed with this new
lamp. Just use a match as with the old
time oil later). Gives • brilliant steady, white
light or 300 candle power, brighter than the
brightest electric light. safer than the t
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LINIMENT. It should be well
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of Sloan's Liniment, the univer- 
rubbed in over the part affected. hourly happiness of watching the develop-heart, sparks before the eyes; irregu- watching . us, and help often Old age comes quick enough
weakness and dizziness, should be heeded sal rernedy for pain. Easy to ap- 
coMes when and from whom we thout inviting. it. Some look 
Its great healing and penetrating meet of a perfectly healthy child.larities, constipation, variable appetite,
ply; it penetrates without rub- 
least expect ." Confidence is the I at forty. That is because they power , 
eases the pain, reduces Sick headache, biliousness, costiveness,
ham's Vegetable.Compound has carried safe in which men often deposit glect the liver and bowels. swelling 
and all derangements .of the liver, stomachby middle-aged women. Lydia E. Pink-
many women sifely through this ciisis. 
and restores natural enrd. piboeNrveel,s Par ielitevpeednetpsr.evented, by
 .. _._._. flesh. Cleaner and more effect- 
rich treasures and as you prove e your bowels regular andI 
conditions, Price 25s, 50c and Dbung and • soothes the tender
success be. There is a reward in 
$1.00 per bottle. Sold by A. A..
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Many an modest' consumer deworthy so will your reward of cur liver healthy and you will
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. success; which none but those y a er. When troubled with . 
velops into an earnest drinker.
who strive can et.joy. Deserve oillit pation or billiousness take Orders Marshall County Court,-- - merits resulting from strenuous success and it will come.Orders Marshall County Court. exerci e, Sloan's Liniment gives 
Cha erlain's Tablets. They are
i quick relief. Keep it on hand ' 
o 0 0 intei ed especially for these ail-
for e ergencies. At your drug- A man who has made a happy 
men and are excellent. Easy to 
J. A. _Cr! gor_ysatoncdkoLthaewrs
gist, c. • home for his wife and children, 
take id most agreeable in effect. Magisterial District No. 2.
Obtai able everywhere. ). This day came J. A. Gregory Without The tfse of 
Trusses.
\tliosted UP at less than four
ollseei in e voting precinct
by sitting .down by the side of approbation, and none are utter 
Serum
iimittraViti designate it by voting 
whether the kidney:4 +Ire in good healthCounty Cher i. or not. Those tests of health aro con-'rected to have the road and regretting the time ly above being _effected by cen in tlfirstfoare opposite the wordi ducted by expert physlelatiS and chow'.u upton the bits every day at this Institution. SuchTIori, • al ballot the he wasted at the beginning of sure or blame. Children are par "YES" and those voting for cat exaininations are. made without charge.
Q
;Iutfirl 
"Ar in fever of is_ the journey. All you have to do is to send a sam-particulary sensitive in this re tle or any other species thereof ple by express to the drivalids' Hotel, at
rids! to th
Thousand 
ount of One 
write a letter and onPose 0 
mitructing 
s for the pur- speiej. Nothin.g can discourage -to run at large shall designate by will promptly meek.° the result of the
the same time
ikes or gray- 11k  a child more that a spirit of inces •. ''''4 r Jed 'voting in the square opposite the
word. "NO." 
anal)sis and this absolutely without
tsf‘ro Pia pon the r
Ibis count nd to leave sant fault-finding, and perhaps This remedial home as established bydee., , one votes fa 
• f said ques- - Tired!
to be lier31 01(.4 issue 
nothing can exert a more painful It is further ordered by the Court 
clutrrie.
at paratus and means of cure, for its aim
Dr. Pierce is supplied with every known-
rd "YES" 
Are you tired ? I'll 11 down ? nervous? !influence upon both parent and I am now -prepared to set wag- is to avoid surgical operations wheneverted by I, that a notice of said order for
to be GeSigry Led 1...-
, 'Ai cotes optii6 he measure
rd '!Is10"• 
Is everyth;ng you do an effort? Not
it is n.3t haziness. You are ill. Your Caild. If your little ones through on and buggy tires with scienti- said election be published in four Great care Is exercised not to OVee en-
.
Said ballot lb, print 
system needs a tonic. Your Stomach.
the day, has been pleasant and fic hydraulic Tire set. No dish- issues of the newspaper as provi 
courage those who cOnsult the specialists
possible.
alei one ,..„
for iii the g al eieeti
ey the
s provided 
Kidneys and Liver need stirring up.
Nothing will elo this bctter than
, you say to him, "My son- you ed wheels, no burned fellows. _ded by the law, and for further 
oi this institution that no false hopes
State. we of the 
may be raised.
Many thousands am annually treated
,
) , Electric I have been good to-day, and itI Work done right and guaranteed. orders this action is continued. h.ith through correspondence aud at. thismakes me fell happy," and if, Buggies painted like new. Kelly J. B. Wyatt, Judge, or in person receives the most careful sodInstitute. Every ene eonsulting by latter1 ATT. with more than a usually affection Springfield.Tire $10.00 per set. Marshall County court. considerate-attention. All potnmuiticS-
Attist: JOHN D. H. 
Judge 
Bitters ate embrace, you say "Geed All kinds repair work done.
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Horse Shoeing a Specialty. 
A copy, 
lions are treated as strictly confidential.
sultation.
No charge whatever is made for con-
Clerk Marshall night, my dear child," a throb of Attest: John a Hall, clerk Write the Invalid-01.011d and durgicaity Court. i 50c. na,I 5I.00 AC1 Drusts suppressed feelings fills his breast HOMER H. RAYBURN. 
institn tn. Dr. EL lir. rise% iteasident, atMarshall County C,ourt.. iStillalo, N. Y.
41.1"tiST TERM-.
7th Oa.. of August, 1916.
I
no matter what he has not done
_ and honor; if he has done that he 
Ready Response of African 
nanfdmmagoirsetetrhiani 20 other citizens
District Mo. 2,- in
'this ita'.• come L. L. Washburn and
i of Marshall Cotinty,' and petitioned the is a grand success. If he has Boys. 
' At the lnvil'ids' 1.10tel itinl --iir..,-is,:,1 In-in0re titan one autdred and fifty oth- Cockfight And Sunday Schvol in the way of achieving wealth
Court to make an order on his order 1 Coe fighting and the Sunday' 
Marshall County, Ky., and pre 
st aut... it: Buffalo. N.tilt. ;Kist tent-rA, citiz .ris alllegal qualified voters
book di ti rthe officers of • the elec- selOsal 0 on almost side by side not done that, and it is his own 
, sented and offered to file their 
(4-1-ne 1-1).e: of riipture and fako teptitro
'.•;irs.-liuNe been periopned the nee‘t WWI'
ion in till the vkieg precincts in the in the hilippinete and at San Le fault. he is a most pitable failure. " vl.hout exception, My recent 
petition asking the submission of 
and wllit greater itnii.erni saccess than at
lc ,tinty 'to open g pott on Tuesttay, Nov.' 
tiny other hospital in the country. Who
. onardal it happened that the own We wonder how many men in a visit io the Bodine Training 
the question whether or not they 
Staff of Plirsicians.and Surgeons at thil
ill, it'it% Width ii tilt. llr:Xt regular elec- 
Invalids' Hotel ilaVe made radieal cures
III)n ..) he t_'iIi 4,1 this county, to take 
are in favor of making it unlaw 
in over 5,000 cas.s. and this 1,01:nett ill
On: secse ;)f dui legal voters of said to chi rch during a " Sunday acterizes the age, realize that ered the best week of my mission 
ful for cattle or any species there f
VtieetrA in ntly cae,. A l'eniarkahle record
is this, Mien you consider that with sae•yer and his rooster actually went mad pursuit of gold, which char School tor boys, at Kambini, cov
••011Ilt?, riroin thf4 qu'estion, "Shall the. School ,and evangelical institute there is no fortune which can be ary experience.„ writes SuPerind 
of to run at large on the public 
of lea the dav f(i)1111,..tri;g tfeatinent and
.ew evep.tions patient:: are able to Le Out
bopils IA) tht- arnitunt of One Hundred with gitve his rooster away, and the memory of a happy home. Distrie 
highways and uninclosed lands of
N'lans._hall.c.212,1!"t•Yo., - —c'fiti-it y—a-d. .„
have 'tiince..renia
rivoit iS.,pai uless Augi safe. Neither ether
,(1,1set,j.  v,:r,,,litel alneratra.
c.1114... The treat-
Tlintliand 1)0114. which i3. less than .•
vised ordtred" that 8 id a.-.eliti—c.'i 
nor chloroform is,
manettri \ emitive.o,,, '7. .
Vi).teal.Courr of irlar.Thall county. issue The mri was converted, forth- left to their families as great :as ent W4aC. Tervif of Inhambane
st ee , ' Ast, 1915, for ---gt a e bt the Sunday services
WaS f U ful ALL Surldim Sell ‘,-,I . ts 
be filed with a sufficient amount t '
ii,:",',litwatit7.:r t,„•;-1,;:)•es 'tii:, ebesti tee::
es is e ,..•,,,,,t• 'i :;1.,1`th ;•r ,•1 1,:ltil
itowtruippe-nred, a tter which.___-- --- t  i Te:ItrveriCri lit
., we hem services said Magisterial Distrigt No. 2 (_ dft.
'4. -LK CeLLt .:.'lf Ilt .. • _4.!.?.. ..10:0/101•4•.-..itt triTiTalural and right that a From the first meeting a spiria
. . .
e. - mother should wish to see her of d eep heart-searching was evil ,eTISS kit iny kind. v Y man wno has
entire irkt lit! bit I cl,r itriit,i% • ; • .: , 1 , g ,,:. i• ,. x
' io. pltrpoSe of onstrireting turnpikes a little girl in a red dress wanted of money deposited wi`th the Coundaughter well educated and even I -dent. Many came to the altar 
suffered the 'agonies of a strangulated.e. gravi roads 1 thisicounry." 4.0 join. The pastor thought her highly accomplished; and it is a I each night, some asking forgive- 
tv Judge to defray the expense !I:jirtVatilkion:!'eruebunlYr ttl,ifffitif.lilah. inlisct;itistifi:Wlieref.».e it + ordered by the Court ri•ipture and the truss keep up a Mentali hac the ollivers of the election in all too yo ng. Her parenta wer op- mistake that good and careful I ness for sins and others a large 
of the Election, the Fiscal Court strain. and induce nervous. debility and
various iwza NIt• wen kriesse.s of the kid-posed the missonaries, but on1tll( 1.ritin,4. preci ets. in the county w'ill having heretofore decided heys, bladder anti asse,iate organs. Thereofeen a ' -oil on itesday, November 6, 'fuesd night the red dress was 
education should unfit .a girl for blessing. Not a few Pledged
that said question shill be sub k no 10nor any need of wearing thesethe homely duties of cooking, themselves definitely to the work! io e, why:. is tile iwxt regular election there her .father and mother. dusting arid general housework. of soul winning and scores 
mitred to the voters of Magister 
...intisy. awkward, chafing .ohl trusses
I al hest. give only partial -relief, but
sense of the le,g41 voters of said county On the contrary, thoae duties sought the, holy Spirit's power to 
ial district No. 2, as a ,whole. , and intiti..ing Mil:minim i oi and stratig.it-
never vitro i often inflicting great injitry,t..) 
be held in thi county, to take the and all three joined to gether. "
teem the ,elleitibe, "Shall the Fiscal would be better performed if equip them for services. We de- 
hinoo from which ma hy die annually.
Jr any one .sitotild doubt ti. above
A littl child." still leads the , • It is therefore ordered by the
c.,ert.of Marshall county issue: bonds ' world' ver. mothers wonld at the same time voted the afternoon to persenal 
soltiow•Ilt. lil,y llaVo ()Illy tr) Writo the'court that an election be held and, 7 ,.:
a poll opened at the next regular 
a 11StitlIti.. ati,1 they will receive a t ) toe amount:60ft tile Hundred Thous- . -- they seek talented instructors for work with the boys who ,came ehiet. giving the names of a niiiiiis‘r ofanti liellai;„ which amount is less than 
November election held in .and 
pooplr, MI W11(1111 4iroy ea 11 n rib. and verifK
3 pet •a•rit. of the taxitble property of 
State et '1 in i..!7.- i: Tel,.-.... i.
' 
their daughters, impait to them confessing their sins and seek- for said Magistrerial District Na• 
this statement. A .clii-elde- disen-:0 wide
may battle the sljll of tle• genefal praeti-
-ucas, county.
entor p rtrer i f tli: firm ot — .1. cheney 
some of their own culinary tal ing advise. ti,uier nia y ••t fe,• pernuineatly cured byi• 
Frr.nk J. Ci.e:-.e:,- mi.:,3 Or• . riot he issaid county as s .own by the Assessors
2, to assertain the wishes of the Ile 1))1).-itl"" " II" Ii"' "):"I'' 0110 li" of& co.. Wm; business in tile City of To- ent; there would be more goodno .,4s as of Sep ember, 1915, for the 1,:do, C unty aad• State aforesaid. and voters of said District whether 
.1!,easeet seeci:111y. lt ii 0111d he just aspurpose of co,:ttructing turepikes. or that sat firm v•iil o ly the sum of ONF. wives and marriages. absurd fer a proli.s-qfr in a medical eol-
gravel roa•is in (he count.... as follows, MIND .0 DOLL,..A.R3 fur each and ev- r Constipation the Father they are in favor of making it un hes. prsurning to 1.•;•iiire Olt all SIlbjeCtS
ViZ: ty the u-ti er II \4 C.V.7:1RRII CURE 0 0 Cl lawful for Cattle or any species 
as for the ono physichin to presume to•sry case of C.:, tarrh that cannot bo cured
Fil..,_NI:.- .T. CHENEY. of Many Ills. wo,t,ind the nal ure aal sure of every• The road knoll' as 'he Paducah and Swern' t•-. bef,o.e,ran cril subscribed in If yout.own son or daughter thereof to run at large- on the 
1 SP.
That iti why Dr. 11.V. Pierer r•stablishedB .1-1 toe gray,' /pad from Benton to the nei n: . , ties ‘711 day of De',.-ember. . ._._
31cCracken cou tY line. ' , A. D. 1 6. has accomplished some difficult Of the numerous ills that af• public highways. and uninclosed 
ow iliv:i lids' noiel noe soseieni Institute
N'ary Public. piece of work, rendering you es- lands of said Magisterial District 
many years 820-W ith a full stall' of Pity-; (Seal; A. W. •ar,r4 SON',
, The road fro Benton to Eggr.er's feet humanity a large share start 
shenes ;me soreeoos---eno thoeen oda-
ee,ry. throog ., elealing. and act No. 2,- in Marshall County. . 
eatm to practice i i all dripartmi tits ofHall's atarrh Cure is taker. it ternalbr
dlri.ctly u'pin tile Wood : ncl mu- sential assistance; or have climbed with constipation. Keep your. medicine nre here vs-ivied to a special('he rea testimun als, free. some step in the daily drill of bowels regular and they may be ' It is therefore ordered by the 
department only- to wiik-lt each special-
ist, ch•voti‘s his 'entire tame, study and
,erms su faces of the syLitcm. St nd forn as the Benton and
Murray ro frr n Benton to lthe coun- F. 11; CHENEY .& co., Toledo, p. 
Court that the sheriff of Marshal 
attention.study; or have acquired -some Avoided. When a laxative is .t y line via art 'n. ' - 8010 b all Druggists, '75c. There are over one hundred diseases ofTake Hall's Family PillA for valour:later'. new accompliahment, or added needed take Chamberlain's.Tab- County and the Officials 'of' said 
tte• kidneys. Each ilkease requires spec-The. ma.1 ra Benton to . Haydock's MI treatment. diet and hygiene. No oneFerry. • i , grace, or better than all have lets. They not' only move the election above refered to. shall remedy- can cure all these various dis-The road rent Benton to Binning-
. thousa d gallons of pickles to the
Houllton will supply twenty gaind the victory over some bad .bowels but improve the appetite treatment, and that IS v..Ity the Invalids'
ease& Each case demands particularopen and calise to be opened a
habit or besetting sin—acknow and strengthen the digestion. poll at said election in each vot 
Hotel and Surgical I estititte a t Ballet°,
N. had such great sitecess in cur,The road rom Benton to Gilberts- sqldiera on the border. ;They ex- ledge it, see it,. praise them for Obtainable everywhere. . . ing precinct in said Magisterial 
Jug kidney diseas. in its various phases.
The Physicians and Surgeons employedville. pected milk and honey and they it, Let them see by your added ,District No. 2 for the purpose of in this completely equipped SanitariumThe road . Benton to Paducah
. 'via syrnsoni get pidkles. , tenderness, the deep joy and com The reason and old man lcnows ascertaining the will of the vo 
a re a numg the most ex portenced and skill-
ful in the, country, men who have madeThe road Benton to Mayfield • fort it gives, you. Thus you will a young man is making a fool of ters of said District upon- the 
these diseases their •life study, and whose
  create a great incentative to right question, "Are you in fayor of ment. Bow well they have. succeeded
highest ambition is to excel in their ia lirewers,1
himself is because the old man
treat-
to advertise a election ,and the ob-
The sheriff said county is directed 
0SiiiCON 
conduct, and and lay a broad foun remembered when he _did -the making-it unlawful for cattle or 
may be' rd from the !het that their
practice em races eases from every state
• least 30 days , next dation for a character which shall same thing. ' any species thereof to run at from foreign lands. Malik thousands are
and territory of the l7nion, as well as• ect thereof Secured or Your Money Backoefore the da eof in some newsz be redolent with a succulent fruit  large upon the public highways annuallyAreated either through corres-if you take the Draughon Training, the • popdanee or at this Institution, foundedeat circulation in - training that businem men indorse. You and fragrant blossoms. and uninclosed lands os Magister ay Deett. V. Pierce many years ago. It's
l4aper having
• by printed hand can take it ot college or by mail. Write to-day an old adage that "Experience makeshe county, • Paducah, Ky. 0 0 0 . , Scientific
field of practice cures thousands of CaSe3
DRAUGRON'S PRACTICAL BUSINESS COLLEGE ial Disirict No. 2, Marshall Caun eerfeet,"arie the skilled speeialist in this
Ay, an he epurt house 
Nobohy is going to travel far
' 
,
of praifse•or the kindly smile of
1\lo heart is insensible to words 
.11 ydraulic
Tire it being unlawful for cattle or
any spittea thereof running, at
ty, KenttlekY" Tilos, voting for which have been .abaitdoned as incurable
by general practitioners.
the water front the liatnan Potly %%Hi tell





of one of the great suns of men,
a man of singular, delightful,
vital genius whn presently emer-
ged upon the,great stage of theJSRED EVERY FRIDAY AFTERNOON 4nation's history. gaunt, shy, -un-
gainly, but dominant and majes-A. CROSS, Editor and Prop'e tie, a natural ruler of mer, him-
  self inevitably the central figure
of the great plot. N) man caniseviption, One Year, $1.00 explain this, but every man can
see how it demonstrates the vig-
or of democracy, where everyOtered at the Post Office at Benton door open, in every hamlet
and country. side, in city and wil-
  derness alike, for the ruler to em
tONESCUMBERLAND - 12 e4;,--e when he will and claim hisMARSHALL COUNTY 6 leadership. in the free life.  Such are the authentic proofs of




. as Slond class mail matter.
No. 4 South Bound
No. 6
Pio, 64 4
12:55 p. m. guess this secreeof nature and 'only its echooling there. Itprovidence arid a free polity? I not derive its character or itsWhatever the vigor and vitality ! ion from. the, experiences whof the stock from which he 1 brougiit it to its full revelati2:48 p. m.. I6:47 p. m. sprang, its mere vigor and sound The test Of every American noness do not eXplain where this always be riot where heman got his great heart that whaehe is. That, also, is ofseemed to comprehend all man- essence of democracy, arid is/kind in its catholic and benig- moral of 'which this place is n tipant sympathy, the mind that gravely expressive.sat enthroned behind those brood We would like to think of
/
ing, melancholy eyes, whose vis- like Lincoln and; Washington sion swept many an horizon which typical Americans, but .no.those about him dreamed not can be typical who is so un 
n
10f—that mind that comprehend. as these great men Were. Itfed what it had never seen; and typical of American life tha'understood tfielanguage of af- should produce such menfairs with the ready ease of one supreme indifference as to..to the manerd born'-or that nat. i manner in which it prure which seemed in its varied then-i, and as readily here irichness to be the - familiar of 
1 
hut as amidst the little cir• ,i men of every way of life. This . cultivated gentlemen tolie the sacred mystery of demo- Virginia owed so mtich in I- , f A-9,41.1cracy, that its richest fruits ship an example. ,4ng,c4spring up out of soils which no and Washington wereman has prepared and in circurn- American' a VI' the dee tilerstances amidst which they are of theirrt44.th ibre,her. `a,the least expected. This is a be 'few such men .at liest, ' veaplace alike of mysteries , and of will not look intothe mysterY, ofreasura nee. how and Viy" 'they ,niotri4 We
will only keep the doctir °pin for
thetti always; and a hearty wel-
come--afterem.  we hate 'reeOgnizedhimself or the path of fame and h .• , •, i ,could have been-presented to the 1
nation than ' this. It expresses 1 trenlueyu-W; !pieh! tin_wated se. I have read many biThs of
?-niuch of , What is singuiar and , place it is kight that we tib , , ; sleilaceditattriata YttCC .. ‘,93 vr 4 teitlat 4
noteworthy in the history of the remind ourselves of the solid and 'intimate stories that'ard told of
striking ficts upon which our him the narratives of --nearbycountry: it suggests so many of
the things that we prize most 1 faith in democracy is founded. 'friends, the sketches at close
highly in our life and in our sys- Many another man besides Lin- qoarters, in which those who-
tern of government. How el°. , coin has served the nation in its had the privilege of bein b& asso-
quent this littlehouse within this highest places of counsel and of ciated with him have tried to de-
shirne is of the vigor of demo- pict for us the very man himselfaction whose origins were as
cracy! Tnere is nowhere in the 'humble as his. Though the great in his habit as. be lived; but I
land any home SO remote, so hum have nowhere found a real inti-est example of the universal en --
e, that it may not contain the4rgy, richness, stimulation and mate of Lincoln's. I nowherepower of mind and heart and , get the impression in any narra-force of democracy, he is onlyconscience to which nations yield tive or reminiscence that theone example among many. The
and history submits its process. ' writer had in fact penetrated topermeating and all-pervasive virNature pays no tribute to aristoc tue of the freedom which challen the heart of his mystery, or that
racy, subscribes to no creed of any man could penetrate to theges us in America to make the
caste, renders fealty to no mon- heart of it. That brooding spiritmost of every gift and power we
arch or master of any name or had no real familiars. I get thepossess every page of our history
kind, Genius is no snob. It does impression that it never spokeserves to emphasize and illustrate
not run after titles or seek by it nit in complete self-revelation,Standing here in this place,preference the high circles of and that it could not reveal itselfseems the whole of the stirring
society. It affects humble corn- story. completely to any one. It was a
pany as well as great. It pays very lonely spirit that looked outHere Lincoln had his beginno special tribute to universities from Underneath those shaggyflings. Here the end and consumor learned societies or convention brows and comprehended men!nation of that great life seem re-al standards of greatness, but se withont fully communing withmote and a bit incredible. Andrenely chooses its own cradle and m them, as if, in spite of all its gen.
even, its own life of adventure yet there was no break anywhere. ial efforts at comradeship it dwelt
and of training. Here is proof of Nothing really incredible hall- apart, saw its visiohs of duty
A. This little het was the cradle pened. Lincoln was unaffected- whereno man looked on. There
iy as much at home in the 'White
House as he Was' here. Do you
thare with me the feeling, I won
der, that he was, permanently at
home nceeheke It seerns to me
that in the case of a' man—I
would rather say of a spirit—
like Lincoln the qut-stion where
was is of little significance,that is always what he was that
arrests our thought an
Lakes hold of our imagination
It is the spirit. always that is soy
ereign. Lincoln, like the rest
us, was put through disci
line of the world —ii very roug
and exacting discipline for hi
an indispensable discipline f
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PRESICOENT WILSON'S HOD- 
It is likely that in a epiety or-
GENVILLE SPEEC H. dered otherwise than our wno















THE FALL STYLES and
A FABRICS FOR MEN
Are Now on Display Awaitin9 your Selection
HEY' are surpassingly
good; — the fabrics are
rich and alluring in their
LOOKS---but better than that .
-'17 are, pure genuine woel
—and every thread will
stard the TEST.
SEE
CASTLEBERITI. _BROS. 13_JiNToN 1 
)000:009.0*000 WOCOCOONX>004)004400,004Wg>900004
This fall you must be‘t unus-
ually careful' w H E WE you
buy—if you want to be Cer-
tain of the quality. Inter-
national Fabrics are guaran-
teed- and we in turn guaran-
tee them to contain no cotton
or woolen substitutes.
International Clothes are made
to measure onlY---styled properly
—tailored correctly—and at lower
prices than you can possibly buy
equal quality anywhere.
OUR WINDOW
ery holy and very terrible
ation for the conscience of
sernan who seeks to read the
my in affairs for others as
as for himself, for a nation
ell as for individuals. That
acy no man can intrude upon.
t lonely search of the spirit
the right perhaps no man can
ist. This strange child pf the
bin kept company with itivisi-
e things, was born into no in-
macy but that of its own silent-
essembling and deploying
oughts.
I have come here to-day, not
o utter a eulogy on Lincoln; he
tends in need of none, but to en
eavor to interpret the meaning
of this gift to the nation of the
place of his birth and origin. Is
not this an altar upon which we
may forever keep alive the vestal
firesof democracy as upon a shrine
at which some of the deepest and
most sacred hopes of mankind
may from age to age be rekind-
'led? For. these hopes must con-
stantly be rekindled, and only
those who live can rekindle them'.
The enly stuff that can retain the
lifegiving heat is the stuff of
living hearts. And the hopes of
'Mankind cannot be kept alive by
words merely, by constitutions
and doctrines of right and codes
of liberty. The object of demo-
cracy is to transumate these into
the life--and action of society.
the telf-denial and self-sacrifice
of heroic men and women willing
to make their lives an embodi-
Ment of right and service and en
lightened purpose.. The com-
mands of democracy are as im-
iieratiye, as its . pKiviieges and
importnnities are wide and gen-
*pus: • Its compulsion is upon
sus. It will be great and lift a
great Light for the guidance of
the nations only if we afie great
and carrse.that,light high for the
guidance of eur, sewn feet. We
are ,noLlorthLtao srtaeands ht.eore4ilinve-
leis we ourselves be in deed and
in truth real democrats and ser-
and justice aod spiritual exkiita
Lion of the great nation which
shelters and nurturesus.
Our high school opened Mon
day , under the most favorable
auspices. The attendance was as
large as could be expected. The
students, individually and collect
ively, speak in highest terms of
praise ot Prof. Mullikin and of
his methods of teaching, and this
alone is one great step forward
to have so soon gained the good
will and affection of. those over
whose future lives and destinies
he Will wield such a power. The
ate board of managers have ',set
the wheel in motion and it is new
left with the citizens of our coun
ty as to whether it shall continue
to move and become a very im-
portant factor for good in this
community, Or whether after
struggling far an existence for a
time shell die an igiermious death
We trust the people will ,see this
in in its true"fight and rally to,
its support, and soon our town
can boast of a school second to
none in the state.
President Wilson on behalf of
the nation, accepted Monday
the farm near Hodgenville, Ky.,
where Abraham Lincoln, was
born„ the Memorial Hall that
ehelters the historic log cabin
and the maintenance fund of $50
,000 to conserve the property as
a national shrine. ,His address
was a panegyric npon Lincoln
and a tribute to his great Ameri-
einism„ with eloquent counsel
for a continuance of the spirit
of Democracy in which he said;
Here we may forever keep alive
the vestal fire of 'llemocrace as
open a shrine at which some of
the deepest ,and most sacred
hopes of mankind may,. from age
be rekindled.
, The unthinking Republicans,
and these in -,lude a very large
percentage. cif the voters in the
party, as we'l as in the Democrat
ic party, who have always shout-
'
THE PROOF0FTHEPUCIDINeI -.„„,,,„:„ Ogilvie, Minn.
Lo ulsvill.e. Ey.
Oentlemen •
1 Lave bEe of your 834 “TENNFSSE:E” wag-
ons, it has been used continuously for CI
years, never kept It under a root, and hauled
two cords of 1 It. maple wood on mane a nine
tulle haul In its Intl year, and It Is still the
only wagon on the farm. 'Yours truly ,
CH Ai( L22 I isTRAIN 
IS IN ME
EATING
THE BEST pRoor Of the Unequaled Quai-1 ity of the "TENNESSEE'wagon is In its record of service all over thecountry-20, 25 and 00 years of wagon satisfac-tion—repair expense ouly a few cents a year—ihnOat nothing_ .
THE lESTINNY of hundreds of thousandsof owners is absoluteproof that the quality of "Tfiteelpft" w
is built in by the best wagon bul =to be found anywhere, using the choiceet airseasoned, wood stock, selected and inspectedmany times, substantially ironed, handsomely
and durably painted and the, utmost patenttaken in Constructing every piece and part.Skeins made from scientifically correctpatterns in company's own foundry and set on
axles with exact "pitch and gather", undertlninense hydraulic presssu re.
THAT'S WHY "TENNESSEE'9 wagonsrun easy.hold grease well and last so long.
That's why hundreds of thousands .01wagon users have already placed their stamp
of approval on them, and given theta thehighest reputation a wagon can have,
That's why you will be more than satis-
fied with lt in every respect.
Vs. wit elf si•I le iertisyeepia geld Tar haw meta inuasstEr ea.., Raw









ed (parot iike,):that Republican
Supremacy mearif011igh prices
and good times, while-Democrat-
asscendancy; rnecirit low prices
and hard times, will be compell-
ed to abandon this foolish slogan
at present, from the fact that
the inaccuracy of such a declara-
tion, is to glaring for any fool
not to be able to discover it.
The old economist taught that
the masses of society were prov-
identially placed An a position
and that it wotiltrue nyerne---fe
the face of providence to seek to
rise out of it. Clergymen were
known to strongly urge their la
boring class hearers to remain
content with the position in
which "God had placed them"
and not strive to rise in the so
cial scale, Today people very
rightly believe that God had noth
ing to d with placing them in
that position: that it was due to
the greed and selfishness of man
Bell:Mille that every sensible-
man holds that he has a perfect
right to better his conditions by
every legitimate method.
march, of forty 'Odra, through
the desert, even ao, did President
Wilson lead the people ,of the
Unit*ektes,, safely itt the
most dangermcata100.4,e, that
ever meaced any land in any age
of the wailett *heti be letourage-
ously AhreW himself. into the
breach and averted' the 'ecent
natiorr-wide railrciad Strike.
In the-first eolumn,,pn the edi-
torial page in this issue,. we are
publishing President Wilson'!
e tilLicoln farm dedi-
girl in the county elioW-&immTle
this speech to memory.
President Wilson's way of set-
tling a strike is before it begins
if possible. Teddy's way with
the great coal strike was to step
in after six months of strike and
great damage had been done.
Considerable paper might be
saved in the'present shortage if
the number of;copieS ne the Con-
Tresaional Aecora printed were
caul dowreath'e number of those
wtio read itee,
It is charged that Keenon, '
clerk of the court of appeals and:, .RTIro.ad
chairman of the state eleeti,
commissioners, voted with AM.,
Republican member in naming
the county election commission-
ers in an effort to turn the State;
over' to the Republicans,, vet .a14-
lowing the other member a Dem-
ocrat to have a word in the nam-
ing It is futher alleged that Per-
cy Haley concocted the scheme
with it perfect understanding be
tween Haley Keenon and Jackson
the Republican member and the
Republican campaign committee,
to carry Keitucky for Hnghes.
Local candidates for Democra-
tic nominations should forego
their Personal interests this year
and present a solid and enthus•
iastic front to the enemy. This
will insure the electorial vote of
Kentucky to that sterling Demo-
rat, President Woodrow Wilson.
The opposite deurse might give
our electorial vote to Hughes.
Let Kentucky go Republican this
fall, then the Democratic nomi-
nation would be worthless in a
number of counties in' the state
next year.
. As Mosses, thegreat Hebrew
lawgiver of old, delivered the
Children of Israel from Egyptian
bondage., and delivered them
safelyinto the promised land of
Canaan, after their perilous




-•  Railroad owners nI railroad
WArkmen should nee '-be allow-
ed to take the busin of this
country by the thro
Why not buy a utomobile?
then you won't ceiso much a-
bout a railway s
To 1e iiers.
To teachers nd those who
wish to be tea rs we' wish ta
say to you tha e last examin-
ation this yea ill be held on
nd 16th. PleaieSept. the 15ti
be here by o'clock on the
morning of 15th.
Respectful*.
Jo E. Arent, Supt.
Cerroedsos ies Wanted
7e8,8; te Oak and Post
s ijOk 
paid.
asll ktfLT d jiwanted.iniggthriesetkppor,eifi ,NIcoivei
pay c ever' te-lts,.P4iewt eeks









































































County vests Items it Aretof General interest to
Our Local Readers.
Sam E. llie of Route 7, was
in our citseThurs v .on busines3,
Wallace; 1VIasOn, of Mayfield,
was here I'llnisday on bu,ziness.
Dr F. M. Travis of Eddyville
was here Wednesday on business
Dr. R. H. Starks was in nii--
ucah Wednesday on bpsiness.
Dr. andMrs. V. A. gtilley
were in Murray Sunday visiting
relatives and friends.
Chas. Cite,a the reaJestate and
live Ste& ler, was in Paducah
Wednesday on. business.
Paul Coetrier left last night for
Lexington where he will be in
college for the next ten months.
Joe Lovett left for Lexington
Thursday *here he will attend
College thl ensuing term:
glder P Riley, of Calvert
City, was here Thursday onekus-
i•eseee.
Judge JoiL, Price, was in the
city of Pachidah WednLsaday on
legal business.
Miss Cassie' 'Criliffon, of Olive
Was the-n(4A Of Mesdames Ca-
gle and-Frizzell Wednesday,
Edd Ozment was in Paducah
Wednesday on business.
, J. D. Eadei WaS here last S
I urd iy on business.
I Z. Burnham was in Paducah
, last S.aturday on business.
Joe Brandon was in Paducah
:Wednesday on business. ;
Lee C. Wyatt, was in Paducah
Wednesday on business.,
MrS. Phonso Canup, of Route
1 3, was in Paducah Thursday
Shopping. -
Mrs. Pearl Hunt, of Route 1,
was in the city of Paducah'
, Thursday shopping.
I kiss Annie Louise Powell from
Hopkinsville is the guest of Mrs
I G. W. Martin at Birmingham'.
' Mies Ruth Strow entertained a
; few of the young folks Saturday
nighteat her,home,
• fI
Ed Acme, Of Hazel was the
guest of IA sister Mrs. J.1D. Pet
ersori this •week.
Frank Henson and wife, of
R)ute 8 i.e here Thursday
Shopping.
Caws:returned from De-
Clifton gheniwell, left for Ok- troit, Minlaigan last Friday where
lashoma Wedneaday where he he haden . in an automobile
Will engage in teirChing for the school the past two months.. ,
next ten month,132`
`i 1.0
• Mrs. Leavelle, 'returned to Hop
kinsville Thursday after a visit
to the family of her brother Mr.
and‘Mra. Louis Leavelle.
Misa Pat Irvan and child, of
Murray V,. of friends
and relatives —
Miss Pauline Bouriand rotarrf:
weir, freraravie in Murray Sunday
after visting 'friends arid rela-
tives here tbai Past two Weeks.
Gib CI:ix) erectinget new resi-
dence for/Mil:pm Castleberry.
We sup poe Tom Wood will go
into saelmilline business as soon
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Esq. Ed Cross, has just corn-i,
pleted and moved into his new'
reSidence in the Cole's sddition
fhis week.
County. Attorney, E. L. Cooper
was at Hodgenville, Monday at-
tending the Lincoln farm dedi-
• •
7,4ttelWINNW-117rxrrrg
ton last Sunday where he will re-
enter the State University for
the ensuing term. -•.
Jailer, J. A. McDanial was
looking for a deputy jailer Thurs
day. He left his collar and neck
tie at borne this time. at least he
did pot wear them at the usual
place.
When eleven
years old he was put
to work as errand boy
in a bank. By study,
industry and thrift he learned the business, saved
enoUgh to make profitable investments, became prom-
inent, fought in the Revolution, signed the Declaration
of Independence and was first Secretary of the
Tr eisury.
If you are ambitious to get ahead in the
world, begin ,by saving a part of your regular earn-
ings, for money paves the way to the desirable things
of life.
Start an account with us this week and
add to it every pay day. Soon you will have enough
to buy property, take a desired trip, send your son to
college or make profitable investments.
Multiply your money in our care.
,Sank of Warokall Vountq
Gfficers
Joe L. Price, President; Tullus Black, Vice 1-'r, s.: C. B. Cox, Cashier.
Directors
Lee Cox,,J. W. Reed, J.F. S. Wahl, Joe L. Price, A. E. Cror.s, M. M.
CeX, TuiIusB1ak, Joe Darnall, A. J. Bearif J. C. Ch,ester, J F. Cole.
Commonwealth's At t or»ey
Jack E. Fishereavas in Paducah
Wednesday on business connect-
ed with his office.
FOR SALE OR TRADE—One top
buggy and one surrey—good as
new—at a bargin. .
Z. Burnham, - - - - Benton, Ky.,
Miss Annie Hicks, who has
been working at the hotel here
, the past two years left for Dixon
webster county, where she has
a like position with the hotel in
that city.
Rev. Copeland, of the holiness
church, is holdifig a revival
meeting in a tent here this week.
Large and interesting audiences
are greetting him at each appoint
men t.
43 Inches Long.
H. Beask-, informed us that
he found leaves of tobacco in
tousirtg his present crop 43 inches
in length.
NOTICE.
The law provides, that admin-
istrators, and guardians,. must
settle with the County Court ev-
ery two years. All partis due to
settle will please come without
further notice and settle up their
accounts, and should you fail to
come and settle, I shall take such




Beginning on Monday, ,Oct. 9,
and Continuing for four day at
Mt. Moriah church, Eld. C. H.
CaYce, of the Primitive Btist
church; -and Ed. C.
field; of" the Church of e-Chst,
Will debate the f011erWilig propo-
1'st'. "The ScriPtAireti teach
that, God gisks4"Siairitual or etere
at life to sinners without
conditions on their part."
C`aStiYigbele7iffielrdnenies.1-*
, -1i4erfzastes e and- Daptism
are, to the alien sinner, condi-
tions to be performed and com-
plied with, in order to salvation
or remission of sins."
C, M. Stubblefield, affirms.
C. H. -Cayce, denies.
Notice To The Public.
State Supt., V. 0. Gilbert in-
forrns us that on account of con-
tusion in the State as to the elec-
tion of Subdistrict Trustees this
year he hands to us the opinion
of Attorney General, M. M. 'Lo-
gan.
-The act of 1916 does not leg-
islate trustees out of office. Those
who would have beenelected in
August 1916 will hold •over and
their successors will be elected in
October 1916, but will not take
office until March 1917. Those
trustees whoSe terms will expire
in Aug. 1917 will also hold over.
Their successors will be elected
in October 1917, and will take of-




176 acres---120 in Clark's 'river
bottom --balance in hills--plenty
of timber—fine spring water—
good orchard— 5 tobacco barnes
—school and church near by—
onehalf mile from gravel road—
three settlements on place all
good buildings—hear Brewers,
Ky.—Will sell in three seperate
lots or as a whole—would trade
for smaller farm.
R. C. Kates, - - - - Brewers, Ky.
NOTICE.
I wish to say to the farmers I
have plenty of wheat fertilizer
on hand the price 90. and $1.00
per hundred. Every, farm*
ght to eow enOugh wheat for
his bread. .So I am willing ,to
sell you fertilizer cheap to 4help
you in sewing•Wheat.
Many thanks for past fayors






Some Interesting Figures As To Act-
ual Earnings ,Of Men On
Southeastern Roads.
Washington, D. C.—in connection
with the movement of ttain and en-
gine emplo5es for increased wages,
a frank statement of the earnings of
men employed in freight service in
the southeastern territory will doubt-
leag's be qf interest.
For engineers the prevailing mini-
mum rate in through freight service.
ranges from $5.15 to $5.65 per :day
for engines of ordinary types, in local
freight service from $5.25 to $6.00 for
engines of ordinary types, in both
through and local freight service
from $6.25- to ;7.00 for Mallet type
engines.
For white firemen on engines of
ordinary types the minimum rate
ranges from $2.75 to $3.50 per day in
through freight service, from $3.00 to
$3.60 in local service; on Mallet
engines in both through and local ser-
vice from $4.00 to $4.-25.
For .conductors the standard mini-
mum rate 'in through freight service
is $4.10 per day, in local service $4.50
per day. •
For white brakemen the standard
rate in through freight service is
$2.75 per, in local Service $3 per day.
The foregoing :we the minimum
daily rates that must be made ty the
railways to each employee in the
classes named who does any work at
all in a day, irrespective of how few
hours he may be on duty or of how
few miles he may actually run. These
rates are paid for any work up to
106 miles with additional pay for
overtime if the run is not completed
La the specified number of hours.
On the other hand, the earnings of
employees frequently .exceed these
figures as the actual earnings depend
upon theniumber of Miles run and. M
$ae case of fast freight runs, the
earnings are much higher for OM,: There
'isirittively short hours.
l' Tilting as :tin illustration a Yaw .week.
fralght train,ranaing, over , a division
AN miles flong ,where the daily rim
can be made' th• icheura and 30 tido
tries; the 'etigeittiere'Weuld receive for
VW 7 14_ 'hours qa tiluty .the sum of
0.40, the firetuali $4.70, the conduc-
ter $6.15, and th't 44iiite brakeman
Oho.
?rills while the first figure ; show
04, minimum that can be . paid' an
engineer, firemen, 'contitte.tOr,,
brakeman for a day's work, • the
ter!ifigures show the wages that





every day in regular service
number of roads in the southeast ,for
handling live stock, pertshabc.eii. àtid
other freight which it is ne7!.ess ry
to move on expedited schedules.
In' yard service the standard rates
for white employees vary from $3.00
. to $3.50 per day for day switchmen,
and from $3.20 to $3.70 for night
switchmen, and from $3.50 to $3.80'
for day foremen, and from f3.70 to
$4.00 for night foremen. • These are
the minimum rates that can be paid
for a day or any part of a day up to
10 hours, after 14 hours pro rata over-
time is paid. .
I_Inder the Inen.g proposals the low-
est yard employees who now receive
$00 for a 10 hour day wouid re-
ceive $3.00 for an S hour day, or
$4.12 for the work at' present 'per-
termed in 10 hours, and the night
-yard conductor now receiving ,$4.00
for his 10 hour day would receive
this $4.00 for his 8 hour day, or $5.50
for the work at present performed in
10 hours.
100,000,000 Paralyzed
Just as the railroads have begun to
make money, after several hard years,,
they are threatened* with a great
strike. Four national railroad unions
threaten to tie up every steam road
in the country. The number of em-
ployees involved may total 400,000.
They seem to have it in their power
.to stop all freight and passenger traf-
fic on 250,600 miles of track.
We have never had a strike of such
scope and magnitude. It would par-
alyze all American industry and com-
merce and stop. our 'export trade. ,A
nation Of 100,000,090 people woulo
stand still, while its biggest industry
fought out a question of wages and
hours. A deadlock would be incon-
ceivably destructive.—Bangor (Me.)
News.
A Railway Brea!' Down.
In the.case under cosaideration, if
the engine and trainmen should win
their point, it would be but another
step towards a general railroad break-
down, and that would mean eventual
government ownership.
The railroad employee who asSists
in any move of that sort, once he
boraine a government employee
would .undoubtedly spend a goodly
part of his time when off duty in
. trying to find how many kinds of a
idonkey he had made of himself.—At-
lanta Iron Tradesman.
The Wrong Theory.
, :re pursue-a ;dispute as to hours
and' wages on the theory that work-
are entitled tO all that can
•-be forretj from eraployers,ano evtort-.
ed frc;in the People IDY.cmP]oYers b,
.4(a, the lest way to promote the per.






From the Skin to the Desk
atsMcElrath's. We sell ALL •
THEY NEED for school uses
At Reasonable Prices
H. P. M'ELRATII & CO'S.
MONEY SAVING TRADING STATION
HALE SPINGS.
is some sibkness this
Catching worms aid cutting
tobacco is the order'orthe daY.
Wess Lyles is confined to his
bed with malarial fever.
Simon Bell sold a nice mare to
R.'W. Vaughn this week.
Mrs. Joe Lyles' is on the sick
list at present.
se•  elm Artor
The tobacco crop is f.aaregeoeo0
The revival begins at Mt Her-
man the seeoed Tunday. Bro.
Rudd is to be the ereacher.
The cool nights of this week
and last are quite different from
the past.
Boone Lyles doesn't like the
W. F. overalls at all. Ask him
why.
Ehriam Smith has been sick
several weeks with fever and an
abscess on his lung.
The Oak Level Circuit is work-
ing to get Bro. A. A. Myrick as
preacher next year.
Roam Johnson and Woman
Ella Greenfield, of Hardin, and
E. E. Derrington and family vis-
ited this part lately.
A eight year old son of Joel
Reed died Sunday and was bur;
ied Monday at Soldier Creek.
Mr. Reed is living on Mr. Fay-
ette Bohanon's place.
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Lyles are
improving nicely. Dr. Bean's
horse, the .well known (Charle-y)
went off down a high bank and
up-set the Dr.'s buggy, but no






In the parlors of the Bowlin
Hotel yesterday evening at 7:00
o'clock, Elder N. S. Castleberry
spoke the words that made J. A.
MCDarfiel and Mrs. Sallie Fitz-
gerlandI 'Inati and wife. The
family relatives and a few close
Lcieio4-trapvy *vent.' T116'groom
is too well known to need any in
troduction by us. The bride
hails from Calvert City where
she is well and favorably known
for her many lady-like qualities.
Both have hosts of friends who
join this office in most hearty
congratulation wishing for them




On Friday, Sept. 15, 1916 at
the late residence of Henry Rose
deceased, just south of Soldier
Creek, on Benton Route 3, 1 will
offer sale and sell to the highest
bidder the following property:
1, horse, 1, mule, bunch of
hogs, lot of farming iMplement
also household and kitchen furni
ture.
Sums of $5,00 and under, cash
Over $5,00 on a credit of six
months bearing '6 per cent inter
eat with approved seenrity- Sale
to begin at 9:00 a• m.
H. B. Humphrey.
Mr. Evans and family of near
Clinton,- were visiting relatives
in this county Saturday ond Sun-
day.




Nashville, Sept. 18 to 2P,1; 1916
Tickets will be on sale Sept. 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22 and 23
--ONLY-- Return Limit, Sept. 25, 1916. --OVER-
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT S A W
ade-2 mo Sept.• Oct 60 00
E Wade 1 flys wk ope'g swrs 1 00
TOWN OF BENTON. J M Johnson 750 ft lumber 3 
10
J D Peterson account for picks
and shovels 5 75
13th, 1914. Treas Lbr Co acct 3 90
cent Treasurer's
$ 14 41 
R L Shemwell rent on Police
court room 1914 48 00
4 15
January








D V Simntons 3 dys Sup'r 6 00
_Prank Lagsiter " " , 6 00
W. M. Reeder " • " 6 00
Joe Eley; clerk of said board,
-cal. tax bOok 13 00
IC L Myr-4, 50 percent corn. of
efine of 1200 • 600
Moody Boyd, special police 1 00
J L Harris, 3 mo trus'e sal'y 3 00
• •Cleve YatesA dys:with team on
street • 10 50
1' Brewer i 61 dys with ,team on
street •16 00
•H -Brewer, 51 dys on street 6 92
,H Hayti*, work on street 4 00
•Dyke Mostis, 21 dys " 2 15
Wgsham, 1* " " 1 67
114. Boyd $ dys special police 7 50
H Warrei 1 dys " " 250
J H Goheen fee in H Brewer
case - 250
M Ooyd special police 5 50
LL Washburn 5 mo trus. sal 5 00
A J Duke
G B Johnson "
Harry Jones "






Joe'Eley 5 mo clerk salary 10 00
R L Myre E mo kitty salary 5 00
T Black Treasury 1 .per ct 14 74
S A Wade salary Nov. • 30 00
J C Chester side wlk war'nt 25 48
• JAN. 5th, 1915
R 1./Myre attorney fee H Breiv-
er case ' 250
C Yates special police 2 00
J Chambers special police 1 00
S A Wade sal'y De d 1914 30 00
" corn 182.70 18 27
Barnes, A E duplicate of side
walk warrant 21 $0
R L Shemwell glass for door in
police court room 1 85
S A Wade sal'y Jan 1915 30 00
WM Reeder 3,elys supv'r 600
F Lassiter " 6 00
D V Simms " " 600
C B Riley, 2 receipt books A 50
R Myre duplicate claim -.5 00
L tt: Wallace " " . 30 00
J A McDaniel Account for feed-
ing prisoners 24 00
Joe Ely work on tax books, 6 mo
S A Wad, 4 months salary to salary, etc 21 00
May 1st 120 00 S A Wade salary Feb. 30 00
E B Fergerson, pails, etc. 3 95 " com on 146 30 14 63
J A McDaniel, jail acct feeding M Boyd 4 hours work 1 00
Prisoner . 26 10 H Haymes, hauling 1 75
E C Dtcus, screen for fly Joe Eley, R L Myre and T Black
traps , • 5 75 ,corn t to audit ,S A Wade's tax
M Boyd p dys special police 7 50 boliks 3 00
B Darnall 1 tly " " 2 50 J H Haymes, refunded on license
H Beasley 1 dy " " 1 00 gfter license repealed 2 50
W Was4m itly " • " \1 00 R C Cornwell Ihr 31 00
!S B Tureer, milting weeds 2 52 L Robertson, March salary 40 00
Cleve Yates and Lay Heitt, A J Dukes, advanced money to
•pay detectives 22 00
R L Myre, expense to Paducah
sr-official •Imainess 1 22
M Boyd, work on lock up 1 50 1
A J Fletcher, work on cemetery I
tisdLat reet 9 75
treating prierrige•
Bud Hunt, mason work 1 00








Torn Free, 31 days work on
street • 13 50
'Wood & Castleberry 2 50
Dr. Hall, medical service on
prisoner . • 1.00
Dick fkazil, 2i days work on
s tree t • 275
W H. Heiairixon 2 10
R J Fisher, Lumber 3 54
J 11 Goheen, 1 load wood, police
court room - 25
John Charpbers, 1 day police 1 00
Cleve Yates " " 1 00
Clint Fields
hauling 50
H Haynes, hauling 1 00
C Davis,, cutting- weeds 7 45
Waslgun " . " .262





O Goheeln " . •"
S A Wade, 2 months
May mai June
S A Wade corn. 10 per cent of
taxes collected, 158 75 15 87
•itL Myre, 7 mo. att'y sal. 7 00
't G. B Johnson twas. 7 mo 7 00
• L L Washburn " " 7 00
-Harry Ames " " 700
' —lack .Dtikes " " 700
E F Black " 4 mo 400
Joe EleY. clerk of board 14 00
H Beasley, 1 load gravel, 1 days
work on street 1 50
Wm Reeder "rewriting ordinan
• ces 25 00
L Green, 1 dy spec police 2 50
S Hayden, 1 dy on street 1 00
-hi Boyd 1 dy special pace 2 50
'1C Field% 10 loads gravel 3 00
•E C Dycus, account for soda to
-charge fire engine 60
. A J Fletcher, 15 hrs work 1 50
• S B l'u,rner 1 10
Pete Nelson 3 Ids gravel 1 50
F Cornwell 6 meals for pr'ns 1 50
S A Wade, sal July and Aug 60 00
ciartWeatherford wk on picks 35
•-CrA Wade 10 per cent corn. on
$3 28 28 32
Treas Lbr Co erroneous tax 22 50
O T Weatherford blacksmith wk
• on picks and mower 485
E B. Fergerson dynamite etc 3 75
C Yates, hauling gravel 4 95
S Hayden, 5 hrs wk in pit 50
_ H Young, 18 "
.1 Powell, 10
-R Darnall, 5 "
-0 Brandon 16S2 ft lumber 8 28
Fisher & Eley 3273 ft Ibr 54 00
J Brewer 41 ays hauling 11 25
6 6 750




A R McKendree, 5 loads 50
Treas Lbr Co lb for loek up 28 67
LtRobertson, Apr salary 40 00
1 H Haymes, hauling 1 10
E,B Fergerson dynamite etc 14 10
E C Dycus, Soda etc 107
N C Ford, 9 loads gravel 90
J. H Hames, moving dog 50
O T Weatherford, sharpening
crow-bar and picks • 5 75
W C Castleberry 8 hrs wk 1 00
W M Reeder, assignee of Wm
Wilkins account 2 65
W M Reeder culbert work 43 00
Dr Stilley 4 acres or swapping
ring 40 00
Burnham & Vaughn hauling 2 25
L Robertson 11 meals for pris-
G Kelley 7 "
A 'Flemming 6 "
B Bonds 41 "
C Chambers fit dys wk in pit6 25c Hamlet 11 "
oners 2 75
L Robertson 10 per c 601 13 60 11
salary for May' 40 004 6
W R Fields acct on bridge 10 40
Fisher& Ely, lumber, etc 10 18
B Smith, 1 shovel 75
Rex Cole 8/ dys h'Ig gravel 25 50
P Nelson 91 " " 28 50
C Tyree 8 " " 24 00
• L Eley 6 days, 61 hrs hauling
gravel 19 95
Will Ely 5 days, 61 hrs hrs haul-
ilia- gravel 16 95
h ti Cole 21 dys in pit 3 12
R Tyree 1 " " 125
Hampton, 5 dys " 6 25 R Canup 5 " 6 25














600 G Watkins 1 "
°50 C Yates 1 " hauling
75 J Eperson 1 "
E Ethridge 33.4 
in pit'4 4'75
-C Yates 11 dys, 8 Ids gravel 2 75 
L Robertson 10 p e 17 50
C Fields 1 dys work in pit ))• 1 00
✓ Morse 31 50
.S A Wade lq per ct 398 69 39 86
,Dr Salley erroneous tax 2 50







S A Wade bal on claim
H Rose 1 dy spc police
J H Haymes 3 loads trash
T Crenshaw 6 days on street,
14 75 3-4 day hauling 9 75
7 50 H Jones, 6 mo sal trustee 6 00
r 62 L L Washburn • • 6 00
1 87 4 6 6 00 
town for borrowed money to pay
E F Black for fire engine, side walks and
1 5602 A J Duke 6 00 Claims made and allowed by old
R L Myre 6 mo sal as at'y 6 00
1 25 
boardof trustees prior to 1914
Joe Eley " " clerk 12 00 , approximatly $1,750.00 of which
1 75
6 6
" 2 meals for John Mc-
Daniel 50
L Robertson 1 mo salary 40 00
W Graham 21 days in pit 2'50
J A McDaniel, 1 meal for pris-
oner 25
A Copeland making tool box 1 55
Roof Eseis pick and shovel 50
.Sam Eley hauling gravel 75
Treas Lbr Co 7 dys (e 2 50, hrs
3 days (al 3 00 26 87
J H Rose 9 days hrs (a 2 50,
5 hrs in pit 24 37
C Washam 8 dys hauling 20 00
F Lassiter 7 dys 21 hrs hl'g 18 12
R Eley 7 dys 71 lirs hauling and
5 hrs impit 19 37
B Castleberry 91 days with
team • 26 50
1) TboOpson 81 dys hauling 21 25
Geo West 1 dy with team / day
in pit 175
Vick Mobley 11 dv haul'g 4 00
G Oweps 1
6 6
C Washam dys hauling 7 50
C Tyree 11 " 4 50
Dan Eley 11 "
Sam Eley 3 " 3hrs
R Eley • 2
P Nelson ?: "
J H Rose wk with team etc 6 38
G Watkins work 181 da.„on street
and pit • 23 12
G Kelley 11 dys on street 1 87
Rex Cole 1 day in pit 1 25
L Mortis 1 1 25
T .Gi:iffitti 1-4 "
Ed Wyatt 1 "
A J Fletcher 41 "
I,
JANUARY 3rd 1916
Joe Eley, clerk of supervisors 3
4 50 days notifying tax payers 8 00
8 25
R L Shemwell 3 dys sup'r 6 006 00
1 50 H L Griffith " " 6 00




Bud Hunt, wk on sewer 1 75
A Castleman 11 1-4 dy in pit 14 06
W Straw 1 ." " 1" 10
G Crowell spreading gravel 1 50
6 00
Shem well & Reeder, att'y fee
Vaughn vs Robertson • and
town 25 00
Jim Doublin special police 1 00
L Robertson 2 mo salary 80 00
A A Cross printing license and
tax books 17 60
C Wyatt, filling fire engine 50
Chas Jones, 1 days work 1 00
Chas pole, taxi hire 125
W M Gowen 1-2 days work 50.
H Warren, special police 2 50
L Robertson 11 meals for psis-N C Ford 251 yds gravel 25 10 2 75
L Robertson 9 m'Is prisoners 2 25 
oners
L Robertson, 2 quilts for - lock
" 1 mo salary 40 00 up 
•
3 00
L Robertson, money. for bringing
boot-legger 2 00
L Robertson 1 mo salary 40 00
It L Myre as his part of J M
Rickman's fine 30 00
M Boyd 1 dy spec police 2 50
H Warren " 250
H Washam 1 2 days work 50
R Haymes hauling 25
L Robertson 1 mo salary 40 00
A A Nelson duplicate for allow-
ed cost for side walk 67 60
C Yates and father hauling 2 00
Mrs Noah Mathis, soda for chgrg
ing fire engine 80
L'Robertson salary for Apr 40 00
H Rayburn work on pump 1 50
R Haymes moving trash 50
E Anderson special police and
expenses • 4 25
M Boyd special police and bridge
work . 275
J Robertson special police and
expenses 4 86
Sid Parker' special police 1 00
J N Lindsey " 1 00
Roy Robertson cleaning sts 1 00
f prisoners board 1 59
6 6 6 I salary 40 00
E F Black 6 mo trustee sal 6 00
44 6 4 4
'T Crenshaw 1 dy " 2 5° A J Duke " " 600
A J Duke 11 " " 3 12 LL Washburn '4 " 6 00
Treas Lbr Co cement, etc for Geo Long 5 mo clerk • 10 00
sewers 34 30 R L Myre 6 mo atty salary 6 00
L Robertson kmo salary 40 00 Chas Eley 4 teams and 3 hands'
Fisher & Eley -lumber , 12 42 1_2 day 7 87
A J Duke 1/ days spreading
gravel
250
J McDaniel 31 dys in pit 3 50
F A Higgins apec'l police .100
C Yates 101 dys in pit 12 81
T Griffith 21 " " 2,50
L Mortis 3 dys, 7 hrs in pit 3 71
A Castleman 20 3 4 dys pit 25 90
W Caatleberry 1 dy in pit 1 00
Will Eley 7 dys hauling 21 004 Harry Jones
• ift-2
D Thompson 8 dys hauling 20 00
V ft Mebley 7/ dys hauling 0,
2 50, 1/ dys with team at 3 in
pit 18 75
Burnham & Vaughn 41 days
hauling 11 25
B Castleberry 1 dy hauling, 2 50
B Brewer 2 8 9 " " 735
C Yates 51 dys at 250, 3 dys with
team in pit at 3 00 22 75
Sam Eley 3 dys at 2 50, 5 days
at 00 with team in pit 22 50
R anup 7 days hauling 17 50
S Eley 4 dys at 3 00, 1 dy at
250 14 50
Vick, Mob* 10 dys 2 50 25 00
C Yates 4 dys at 2 50, 51 days at
300 26 50
D Thompson 6 dys 2 50 15 00
J W Park 21 days hauling 6 50
C Tyree 2 " " 500
H Beasley hauling and work
in pit 450
B Brewer 2 days hauling, 1, 3-4
days in pit 6 75
G Holly day at 3 00, 1 day at
250 275
J D Hall 4 dys at 2 50 10 00
Joe Haltom 1 day at 2 50 1 25
C Washam " " 6 25
Will Saseen, wk with pump 1 00
Jim Yates, " 
, 25
P Hampton " 50
50 Total amount collectedL Ford day in pit and naid in by Wade and
M Hayden cleaning ditches 2 90 Robertson for 1914 and
J McDaniel ;5 day in pit 50
J H Flemming 3-4 dy in pit 75
J H Rose, hauling, etc 2 00
F B Fergerson dynamite 130 35
R Rutter, plow for pit 7 00
taxes and lincense for
J H Haymes, hauling etc 1 50 J.14 and 1915 4,382.18
0 T Weatherford, blacksmith Taxes to be collected for
bill, sharpening pick and 1914, 1915 and 1916
crowbars',a 14 90
6 4




Roy Robertson 10 '1-2 days cut-
ting weeds on street 7 88
It L Shemwell 6 mo rent for city
hall, first hal 1916 24 60
H Albritton carrying off dead
dog 25
L Robertson prisoners board 5 25
• 4 tax book 125
Pete Eley, fire engine shed rent
for 1516 30 00
L Robertson June&July sal 80 00
Total amonnt - allow-
ed from Jan 12 1914, pp to Aug.
8th, 1916 • $3, 790. 96
Amount of taxes 1914, •
approximately $1,800.00
Collected and paid out
by Wade 1,592.02
Balance turned over, to
Robertson approximately 200.00
Collected and tinned in
by Robertson 154.60
Balance to be collected
of 1914 tax approx 50.00
Amount of taxes 1915
approximately 1,876.00
Collected taxes 1915 1,803.87
Turned in money and
claims 1 820 34
Balance due Robertson 16.47
To be collected of 1915
taxes approx 72.13
1915 taxes 3,567.96
Amount of fines and li-
cense collected and paid
in to treasurer 814.22




40 00 T Black 1 per cent commission we are unable to tell but little
on money 29 19 , about, as all records of claims
12 79
1 00 
L Robertson 1 mo salary 40 001etc', we
re burned in the collet
10 00 'house. The outstanding indebt-N Duke, taking tax list
1 50
J J Gough, bill for fixing mdw
ingl,.edness ot which we have record
machine, work on pick and crow. 1 vs as follows:
bar ' 5 18 'Dr. R. E. Foust $600.0
Geo. Boudurant 4 • 600.00
Mrs. Kenney 100 00 t CHURCH DIRECTORY
Bank of Marshall Co. 200 00 
• of Marshall Count:,
Drives Out Malaria, Builds-Up S tem
The Old Standard general strengthening tonic.
CO ES TASTELESS chill TONIC. drives ont
Malaria,ertric he s t he blcod.and builis up the 973-
ten). A true tonic. For (adults and children. 50e.
Its all up with an aviator when
he turribles down.
Germany has a paper chimney,
59 feet high that is raid to be
perfe:tly firepea of
Buckwheat Cornea From Asia.
Buckwheat was first cultivated bp
England in 1597. It had been brought
into Europe from Asia 190 years be
tore.
Orders Marshall County Court.
Dan Gold and others,
To Stock Law,
Magisterial District No One
This day came Dan Gold and
more than 20 other citizens of
Magisterial District No. One, in
Marshall County, Ky., and pre-
sented and offered to file their
petition asking the submission
of the question whether or not
they are in favor of making it
unlawful for cattle or any spe-
cies thereof to run at large on
the public highways and unin-
closed lands of said Magisterial
District No. One, Marshall Coun-
ty, Ky.
The court being sufficiently ad-
vised ordered that said petition
be filed, and same was filed with
a sufficient amount (if money de-
posited with the County Judge
to defray the expense of the elec
tion, the Fiscal Court having
heretofore decided that said
question shall be submitted to-
the voters of Magisterial District
No. One as A Whole.
It is therefore ordered by the
Court that an election be held
and a poll opened at the next
regular 'November election held
in and for said Magisterial Dis-
triot No. One to ascertain -the
wishes of the voters of said Dia-
or a
or any species thereof to run at
estrameark the public highways and
uninelosed lands of said Magis-
terial District No. One in Mar-
shall County.
It is therefore ordered by the
Court that the Sheriff of Mar-
shall County and the officials of
said election above referred to
shall open and cause to be open-
ed a poll at said election in each
voting precinct in said Magister-
ial District No, One for the pur-
pose of ascertaining the will of
the voters of said District upon
the question, "Are you in favor
of Making it unlawful for cattle
or any species thereof to run at
large upon the public highways
and uninclosed lands of Magis-
terial District No. One, Marshall
County. Ky." Those voting for
it being unlawful for cattle or
any species thereof running at
large shall designate it by voting
in the square opposite the word
"YES", and those voting for
cattle or any species thereof to
run at large shall designate it by
voting in the square opposite the
word "NO."
It is further ordered by the
Court that a notice of said order
for said election be published in
four issues of ,,the newspaper as
provided by law, and for further
orders this action is continued.
J. B. Wyatt, Judge
Marshall County Coust.
A Copy,




worth of food and property every year nhl oar
luta and mice and stop 'tar keg with
Riir CORN
S Is safe to use. Deadly to
rats but barertle•• to
kuman beings. Rats vomply
dry up. No odor whatever.
Valuable booklet In eSCh Can.
...1104• to Destroy Rats."
Ilfra. 50 e and $1 .00.




Birmingham—S. C. Evans. 1st. Sun.
C.,rrnel—S. C. Evans. 2nd Sunday.
Gilbertswille--S. C. Evans, 3rd Sun.
Briensburg—S. C. Evans, 4th Sun.
Lihe-tv—S. C. Evans. 4th Sun. P. M.
Oakland—R. A. •McNutt. 1st Swiday.
'L. Cypress—R. A. McNutt.
Palma—R. A. McNutt. 2nd Sunday.
Calve' t City—R. A,. McNutt, 3rd Sun.
Benton-4. H. Bass, 2rid & 4th Sun.
Hardin—J. H. Bass, 3rd iSunday.
De:zter—J. H: Bass. 1st 'Sunday.
Church Grtive—J. H.- Bass, 2nd and
4th Sunday P. M.
Oak Level—.A. W. Sears, 1st Sun.
Symsonia—A. W. Sears, 2nd Sun: •
Pleas't. Grove—.-A. W. Sears, 3rd Sun.
New Hope—A. W. Sears; 4th Sun.
Mt. Herman—A. W. Sears, 4th., P. M.
, Missionary Baptist. '—
Benton—J. H. Pennock. I & 3 Sun.
Bethel—W. 0. Hargrove, 4th Sun.
Bethlehem—A. E. Cross, 4th Sun.
Calvert City—I. P. Riley, Every Sun,
Birmingham—J. H. Pennock, 2d Sun.
L. Cypress—C. R. Burkhart, 2d Sun.
Gilbertsville—N. S. Castleberry, 2nd.
Sunday.
Zion's Cause—John Grady. 3rd Sun.
New Zion—G. H. Powell. 3rd Sun.
New Harmony—A. H. Murphy, 2nd.
Sunday.
Hardin—John Cunningham, 3rd Sun.
New Bethel—N. S. Castleberry, 1st,
Sunday.
Hamlet—J. N. Henson, 4th Sun.
Pleasant Hope—E. C. Crawford, 1st.
Sunday.
Union Ridge—T. L. Shelton, 3rd Sun.
Olive—L. R. Riley, 3rd Sun.
Primitive Baptist.
Union—J. R. Scott, 3rd Sunday.
New Harmony—J. R. Scott, 1st Sun.
Mt. Moriah—E. M. Beshears, 2nd Sun.
Middle Fork—J. R. Scott. 4th Sun.
Soldier Creek—J. P. Jenkins, 2d Sun.
Rough Creek—J. T. Henson, 3rd Sun.
Presbyterian Church.
Palma—J. E. Edwards, 1st Sunday.
iOakland—S. P. Tucker. 2nd Sunday.
Vauihn's Chapel—W. T. Nunley, 3rd.
Sunday.




It is a grave mistake for mothers to neg-
lect their aches and pains and suffer in
silence—this only leads to chronic sick-
ness and often shortens life.
If your work is tiring; if your nerves are
excitable; if you feel languid, weary or
depressed, you should know that Scott's
Emulsion overcomes just such conditions.
It possesses in concentrated dorm the
very elements to invigorate the blood,
strengthen the tissues, nourisiti the nerves
and build strength.







4. • • •
--CIRCUIT
Convenes 1st MOlUy April and
July and 2nd Mond 11 December.
W. M. Reed tircuit judge
Jack E. Fisher, com.0011,0*.ith'5 att'y
/-I, 11. Lovett cireeLt clerk
Pete Ely ...... piaster commusianar
C. B. Cox trustee jury tut*
—C TT COURT—
Convenes 1st. Monday In each month.
J. B. Wyatt ...presiding judge
J. D. Hall  . county der*
IMP
—QUARTERLY COURT____
Convenes 3rd. Monday lasaeli moat.
J. B. Wyatt  • ..jadds
—;--FISCAL COURT—
Convenes 3rd. TuesdaY in each montk.
—COUNTY OFFICERS-
4 B. Wyatt I wide
J. D. Hall elan+
E. L. Cooper attorney
Joe Darnall sher111
John E. Arent, Superintendent schools
A. F. Travis  . aseessco
J. A. McDaniel jailer
M. A. Pearien surveyor
B. T. Hall coroner
W. R. Fields. road eng101111




Esq. S T. Ross' court, 2nd. Frilled
in each month.
District No. 2—
Esq. G. A. Bailey's court, lad
Tuesday in each month.
District No. 3—
Esq. J. H. Draffen's Court, 1XL
rhursday in each month.
Dietriet No. 4—
Esq. A. Barnes' court, 2nd Themias
In each month.
Ir strict No. 5—
Esq. H. Perry's court, 3rd. P.z.t.Z:11i
In each month.
-STATE LEGISLATURN
Robert H. Scott state Bertsoi
J. M. Johnson re presentati,
JOE L PRICE :1
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW
OFFiCES: 2 AND 3 OVER
BANK F MARSHALL (-MINTY
1
•
•
r
•
a
•
